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ABSTRACT
A great demand has been placed on the resources that
researchers have at their disposal by the copious amounts

of data that are being created in the domain of biological
sciences through the aid of computers, such as through the
Magnetic Resonance Imaging. An economical solution to this

growing problem is to accumulate this data onto largescale computer clusters, which are interconnected to other
clusters via high-speed Internet backbones to create a

scientific computational grid. The introduction of NIH

guidelines which outlines specific timelines to the
sharing of derived information, tools or data from NIH
funded studies have created a need for a common resource
to increase the availability of and access to data

contributed from the scientific community at large. The
Biological Informatics Research Network (BIRN) Data

Repository function is to streamline the submission

process for researchers to categorize, approve, curate,
and publish these data sets. By supporting the sharing and

exchange of these data types in fulfillment of the NIH
guidelines the BIRN Data Repository will have the ability

to grow as the need develops for these researchers to
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easily share information. The BIRN Data Repository is
intended to incorporate portions of the existing BIRN

infrastructure with grid components such as the Storage
Resource Broker, Gridsphere Web portal, and existing
collaborative portlet environments to reduced the overall

development timeline for creating a full featured
collaborative scientific data repository.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

We see that there have been great advances in

scientific research in the field of biology, most notably
those that were derived through the aid of computers.

Whether it is high throughput genomic sequencing,

mathematical population genetics modeling, proteomics, or
high resolution Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), all these

techniques present a common attribute. They produce vast

amounts of data, which then needs to be manipulated in
various ways to render useful conclusions. This places a
high demand on the volume of storage, the speed of

accessing the data, and the large amount of computational

processing power required to analyze the data.
Additionally, all these hurdles must be address in an
economically responsible manner both resource wise and

financially. A solution to this problem is through the use

of large-scale computational clusters, these clusters are
usually made up of common off the shelf components that can
easily and cheaply obtainable. Besides enabling scientist
to possess a large amount of computational processing power
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there are some additional benefits that accompany the use

of some of these types of systems.
More specifically one sub-category of computational
clusters is data grid computing; these computing clusters,
which are geographically dispersed, are connected via the

Internet to form a grid. Though connected together they do
not fully trust each other, it is only through the use of a

Grid Security Infrastructure, which is based off of public
key digital signatures, that an authentication of the users

true identity can be established to allow access to other
resources on the grid. One feature of a grid is that it
allows all the users to be mutually connected to all the

resources that the grid has available This enables the
users to possess a higher degree of freedom over the data

resources that are stored on the grid. The distributed

security, which is inherent in the grid, allows users to

easily share access to the data that they have obtained,
actions like these promote the growth of a basic
collaborative environment.
The Biomedical Informatics Research Network is a grid
based system of 29 geographically separated sites. Each of

which consisted of racks of standardized hardware that were

preloaded with a default software stack. The Biological
2

Informatics Research Network Portal, which serves as the
gateway for access to the network's tools and data was
housed at the University of California San Diego. For the
past three years I had worked as developer on the

Biomedical Informatics Research Network, which was a
project under the Center for Research of Biological Systems

at University of California San Diego. Our team was
responsible the development of new and existing features
for Biomedical Informatics Research Network. Jeff Grethe

gave the task of developing the BIRN Data Repository to me.
1.1.1 Biomedical Informatics Research Network

The goal of the Biomedical Informatics Research

Network (BIRN) is to expand on this inherent feature of a
grid by creating a collaborative portal environment to

allow greater ease of access, more powerful features, and
to promote the growth of the collaborative efforts among

biomedical researchers. BIRN was developed at the
University of California San Diego under various grants

from the NIH. The current application serves as the

framework for existing studies in neurological diseases.
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1.1.2 Tools and Functions of Biomedical
Informatics Research Network
The BIRN infrastructure is build upon the Gridsphere

framework that is an open source jsr-168 compliant grid
enabled portal. Gridsphere provides built in functionality
for user administration, persistence framework, and portlet

layout management. Additionally, grid job management is

achieved through the use of the gridportlets, a Web
application package that is also developed by the creators

of gridsphere portal. Gridportlets utilizes Gird Account
Management Architecture (GAMA) and Storage Resource Broker
(SRB) functionality through specialized portlets to manage
user credentials and distributed file system access. Along
with these middlewares are additional portlet Web

applications like the collaborative Bluesquid package that

enables the users of the BIRN portal to create 'projects'
that act as collaborative work environments. These projects
allow the creators to control access through a group

membership based user privilege system, administrative
access can be granted by assigning special administrator

roles to members of the group. The package also has support
for forums, blogs, lists, charts, email, and RSS feeds.

Besides providing the basic features of the collaborative

4

work environment, the BIRN portal system also provides

client tools for accessing the various resources of the
data grid.

1.2 Purpose of the Project
In 2003, the NIH published a guide that contained an

extension of the NIH policy on sharing research resources
and reaffirmed its support for the concept of data sharing.
The implications of this publication are that it now

requires all, derived information, tools, or data from NIH

funded studies despite form or medium of which it may be

stored to be released in a timely manner. This has created
a need for a repository tool of sorts, which would be able
to access multiple legacy systems and handle various
heterogeneous data types.
The primary goal for the BIRN Data Repository is to
provide a common resource to increase the availability of,

and access to, data contributed from the scientific

community at large, rare data sources, complicated imaging
data resources, and data from existing well defined data

sharing efforts. The BIRN Data Repository encourages data

sharing- both for investigators wanting to contribute to the
established data storage and informatics infrastructure, as
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well as those wishing to extent the reach of existing data

resources through collaboration with the BIRN Data
Repository. The BIRN Data Repository function is to
streamline the submission process for researchers to

categorize, approve, curate, and publish their data sets.
By supporting the sharing and exchange of these data types

in fulfillment of the NIH guidelines the BIRN Data
Repository will have the ability to grow as the need

develops for these researchers to easily share information.

There are currently no widely accepted system for clinical
imaging that are available to the public that provides data
repository functionality, which are integrated with a

workflow to guide the user through the publishing process
and collaborative features. Previously, there was a static

version of existing data sets that have been accepted by
BIRN for sharing to the public [https : //bdr-

portal.nbirn.net/gridsphere/gridpshere].
The BIRN Data Repository is intended to incorporate

existing portlet Web applications that were developed by
BIRN for use in the BIRN portal, this will also reduce the

overall development timeline, the system was presented for
use to existing BIRN enabled research projects for use
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after the 1.0 release is made. The BIRN Data Repository is
the first implementation of a full stand-alone system to

unify various heterogeneous data resources of researchers

and guide them through all the steps while allowing for the

sharing and analysis of the data sets that are available to
the public.

1.2.1 Organization of this Document
The remaining chapters of this documentation will be

organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the software

requirements specification. Chapter 3 provides a
description of the system architecture and detailed design.

Chapter 4 is a system test that shows test cases that were
used for the acceptance of the project. Chapter 5 is the

maintenance and users manual. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes
the project and lists suggestions for future developments.

Throughout this document I will refer to the system as the
"BDR" or "BIRN Data Repository", they will be used
interchangeably.
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CHAPTER TWO
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION

2.1

Introduction

2.1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this document is to form a software

requirements specification (SRS) that details the features

that are going to be developed for the BIRN Data
Repository. This document will establish the basis for

understanding and communicating the requirements between

the users and the developers on what the BIRN Data
Repository is, and what are its functionalities, provide a
basis for validation and verification of the BIRN Data

Repository features, and serve as a basis for enhancement.

The users for which the BIRN Data Repository is intended

includes:

•

Data Contributors - Data contributors may be existing
BIRN users or external researchers who have collected
data sets from their own studies and are interested in
sharing the information so that it may be incorporated

into other studies;

•

Data Repository Curators - The system is also designed

for the data repository -curators, which will enable
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the curators to view, monitor, and help in the

assimilation of the datasets in the data repository;
•

BIRN Data Consumers - Once information is published in
the system, those data sets will be freely available

via the Internet to the whole scientific community to

use.
The purpose of the BIRN Data Repository is to promote

the sharing and publication of neurological imaging data

sets to other entities via a publicly accessible Internet

portal. The system will facilitate the curation process by

allowing users to download existing or newly obtained
datasets in various formats. The system will create a

sustainable archive of data that is freely available for
sharing and exchange. Curators will work with investigators

to enable sharing of their existing data, following NIH
guidelines. This will provide a means to capture, curate,

store, query, view, and download biomedical data, which

includes biomedical human and animal’ model data such as
imaging, clinical, micro-array, and associated data.
2.1.2 Scope

With recent advances in medical and scientific
research, technology has greatly increased the amount of

data that can be collected from a single subject. Several
9

decades ago an "in vivo" study of a subject would only

yield the obvious and superficial physically observable
attributes. An in-depth or more detailed view of all the

comprehensive features of an organ from the larger
superstructure down to the basic building blocks of the

cell where only in the wildest imagination of scientists of
the time. However, with the development of methods like

Magnetic Resonance Imaging the amount of information that
can be obtain has exploded.

The development of techniques

like MRI is a double edged sword, along with the extensive

amounts of data that are provided on a subject came the
challenge of presenting the data in a understandable
manner, storing the mass amount of data, and making the

data available to researchers in a convenient readily
accessible mode. Researchers utilizing the BIRN are
addressing these challenges plus more.
The BIRN infrastructure aids in the storage,

retrieval, analysis, and documentation of biomedical
imaging data. Using open source toolkits and grid

technologies built on top of the high-speed Internet-

2/Abilene backbone, BIRN is a virtual community of shared
resources consisting of a central coordinating center, four

test beds and other associated collaborative projects.
10

This overall infrastructure consists of distributed
data collections hosted on dedicated storage and

computational resources located at each participating site,

a federated data management system and data integration

environment, an XML schema for data exchange, and analysis
pipelines designed to leverage both the distributed data

management environment and the available grid computing
resources, and visualization environments to enable data
discovery and interpretation by domain scientists. The BIRN
hardware infrastructure consists of physical racks deployed

at each participation site and a collection of services and
servers hosted by the BIRN Coordinating Center. Currently

there are over 25 BIRN racks installed. Each 'rack supports
a standardized configuration of BIRN applications and data

storage. The main mode of interaction for users with BIRN
is through a Java based JSR-168 compliant grid enabled

portal (Gridsphere). The BIRN portal has a variety of

existing portlet-based applications that allow the
researchers to collaborate and view the data in various

methods.
The new application discussed in this document is the

BIRN Data Repository, one of the main functions of the
system is to further increase the availability of data to
11

researchers, not just existing users of the network but to

public researchers that may have no affiliation with BIRN.

This publicly available data must be cleaned and prepared
prior to its release on the Internet especially if the data

is derived from human subject. The system will aid in the
submission process for the publication of datasets in the
Internet. By streamlining the submission workflow, the

researchers will be guided through the formalities and the
steps, which are necessary to prepare the data and receive
the appropriate approvals for the publication. Data

contributors will be able to track various download
statistics on the data. Additionally, the system will

provide and interface in which researchers can easily
search for information of interest, with capabilities like

searching for keywords, favorite topics of interest, and
recent popular data set releases.
The system is intended to aid researchers who are

interested in contributing and sharing their obtained data
to the public community, as would researchers who are
interested in obtaining data on a specific topic would find
the site very useful. The system will be developed on the

Gridsphere portal framework backed by a Postgres database
and incorporate several BIRN package libraries to aid in
12

utilizing some of the preexisting functionalities ; mainly
these include the Storage Resource Broker (SRB) portlets
and the collaborations (Bluesquid) portlets.

2.1.3 Definitions
•

BIRN
Biomedical Informatics Research Network is a federated
and distributed infrastructure for the storage,

retrieval, analysis, and documentation of biomedical

imaging data.
•

BIRNLex
Provides a controlled terminology for annotation of BIRN

data sources which currently include image databases,
containing data from structural and functional magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) on human subjects involved in

studies on Alzheimer's disease and schizophrenia, and
multiscale imaging of mouse models of human neurological
disease using MRI, light and electron microscopic imaging

•

Collaboration Portlets (BlueSquid)
Is a package of portlets that provides basic

collaborative, functions. Users can create chats, blogs,

lists, forums, Emails, and RSS feeds that are commonly

associated to a project. Users can also control access
and visibility to the resources by other users.
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Data Grid

Is a grid computing system that deals with data.
•

GAMA

Grid Account Management Architecture is a GSI credential

management and integration system tailored for use Cyber
Infrastructure through web portals and web service-based

clients.

•

Grid Computing

Is a phrase used to describe multiple independent
computing clusters which act like a "grid" because they
are composed of resource nodes not located within a

single administrative domain.

•

GSI

Grid Security Infrastructure is an asymmetric encryption
specification for secure, tamper-proof, communication

between software in a grid computing environment.

•

Gridsphere

Is a grid enabled, open source JSR 168 compliant service
bases portal framework, which enables developers to
quickly develop and deploy their third party portlets.

•

Hibernate
Is an open source object-relational mapping (ORM)

solution for the Java language: it provides an easy to
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use framework for mapping an object-oriented domain model

to a traditional relational database.
•

IRB
Institutional Review Board is a group that has been
formally designated to approve, monitor, and review
biomedical and behavioral research involving humans with
the aim to protect the rights and -welfare of the subjects

•

JSR 168

Version 1.0 of the Java portlet ARI

•

BIRN Mediator

Is a data integration infrastructure provided by the BIRN

Coordinating Center can make distributed and
heterogeneous databases accessible

•

Persistence Manger
Is used in the Gridsphere framework to add or remove
objects to the database. Generally this is a wrapper

around the Hibernate object relational mapping (ORM)

library and provides basic methods for
create/restore/update/delete (CRUD) operations.

•

Portal
Aggregates one or more portlets into web pages, which are

usually personalized or customized for individual users
or groups of users.
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Portlet

Is a pluggable user interface components that are managed

and displayed in a web portal. Portlets produce fragments
of markup code that are aggregated into a portal page.

•

RSS

An acronym for Really Simple Syndication, which is a Web
content syndication XML format that is published to a

website.
•

SRB
Storage Resource Broker is a logical distributed file

system based on a client-server architecture, which
presents the user with a single global logical namespace

or file hierarchy.
•

UMLS
UMLS is a consolidated repository of medical terms and

their relationships. Each biological concept in UMLS is

associated with semantic classes such as gene or genome
and amino acid, peptide, or protein.

•

XCEDE
XML-based Clinical Experiment Data Exchange Schema is an
XML-based data exchange schema designed to facilitate
metadata transfer between databases, within and between

software tools, and between the BIRN and external sites.
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•

XNAT
Is an open source java-based software platform designed

to facilitate common management and productivity tasks
for neuroimaging and associated data (www.xnat.org).
2.1.4 Overview

Section 3 follows the guidelines of IEEE Std. 830-1998

IEEE Recommended Practice of Software Requirements
Specification. This section provides product perspective, a
summary of product functions, a description of the

characteristics of the expected users, and a list of

assumptions and dependencies. Section 4 presents the
specific requirements for this system. They are organized

by mode, following the SRS Section 3 template as shown in
IEEE Std 830-1998, Annex A, Paragraph A.3.
2.2 Overall Description
2.2.1 Product Perspective
There are three different users that were taken into

consideration during the design phase; these are the data

contributors, public browsers, and specialized BIRN Data

Repository administrators (curators).

2.2.1.1 Biomedical Informatics Research Network Data
Repository Administrator. The BIRN Data Repository
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* '. BIRN Data Repository
> View.Overall Submission Progress

' C create Message Correspondence .)

r(Vieiv Uploaded IRB Documentation

View Message Correspondence^)

£ Publish Data Submis^n^)

Control Submission Status

View BDR Submission

BOR Admin (Curator

Control Submission Progression }

(View Detailed Information From Each Stage} i

Figure 2.1. Use-Case Diagram For Biomedical Informatics
Research Network Data Repository Administrators/Curators
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administrators will have nine different functional use

cases that must be implemented to meet the administrative
needs of processing a data submission up to the published
stage (Figure 2.1). These cases can be broken down into
three different types of subsets for primary functions that
can be preformed on the submission: management,

correspondence and viewing.

2.2.1.1.1 Management Functions. The three primary
management functions that an administrator will have are to

publish a submission, control submission progression and
status. The status denotes whether or not a submission is

on hold, suspended, deleted or rejected. The administrator

will be able to change the status of a submission by
placing and removing the appropriate flag attributes to the

entry. When the administrator chooses to control the
progression of a submission they are actually moving the
submission from one stage to another. This movement can be
to the next stage in the workflow or back to the previous

one. Once the user has completed all the requirements
deemed necessary for the submission to be made public the
administrator will 'publish' the submission.
2.2.1.1.2 Correspondence. The administrators will

have the ability to message the data contributors on recent
19

developments or problems that may arise. These messages

will be kept during the duration of the submission
processing and may be used to refer back to past
conversations; each submission will have its own

conversation log. If needed the administrator can view the
conversation log, which will contain all the
correspondences between the contributor and administrator.

2.2.1.1.3 Viewing. The administrator will be able
to view the general progress of the submission in respect
to which stage the submission is in the workflow. From the

previous view the administrators can view the more detailed
information from each of the different stages that has

already been completed by the user. These detailed views
will contain all the information that was entered by the
data contributor at the time they completed the stage. Once
the contributor has completed the requirements and uploads

digital copies to the BIRN Data Repository the will

administrators can view and download the various IRB
documentation .

2.2.1.2 Biomedical Informatics Research Network Data
Repository Contributor. The BIRN Data Repository

contributor will have seven specialized functional use

cases that must be implemented to be able to supply all the
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pertinent information to fully process a data submission.
Of course the primary use case of a contributor is that for
which the primary purpose the portal was created, creation

of a BIRN Data Repository submission, after which the
contributor may proceed through the workflow. Similar to
the administrator the contributor will be able to view and
add to a conversation log, which will contain all the

previous correspondences on the submission. Any
communication that is preformed through the portal in

regards to the submission will be recorded. The contributor

will also be able to view the overall progress of the
submission in respect to its location in the workflow, from

this view they can view a detailed summary of the
information that was entered for each section that has been
completed. If the contributor's datasets contain

information that was derived from human subjects they must
complete the Internal Review Board section of the workflow.
For this section there must be a feature to upload specific
documentation for review, which can be multiple file of

various formats. Once the contributor has selected a
particular database, they must use the corresponding tools
to upload their data to the database. Additional use cases
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Figure 2.2. Use-Case Diagram For Data Contributors And Data
Consumers/Guests

are common functions that are shared with the guest user

role (see Figure 2.2).
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2.2.1.3 Data Consumers and Guests. The third role that

a user may have is as data consumers, they will interact
with BIRN Data Repository as anonymous guests or

researchers with an existing account. If a data consumer
has interest in a dataset that has been published to the

data repository they are not required to have an account to
browse or download the information. Prior to downloading a

dataset the user must agree to the terms of use of the BIRN

Data Repository. The data consumer must also be able to
receive help on any particular topic that is related to the

BIRN Data Repository and leave feedback on possible
improvements or problems that they experienced during their
use of the BIRN Data Repository (see Figure 2.2).

2.2.2 System Interface
The general system architecture of the BIRN Data

Repository is that of the typical client and server model.

However the BRIN Data Repository is not limited to a single
stand-alone server. The BIRN Data Repository consists of a
federated system that is split into several components
besides the main application server, the Storage Resource

Broker server, the Mediator server, and the Grid Account

Management Architecture server. The main application server

runs the Gridsphere framework along with the accompanying
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portlet applications in the tomcat servlet container. The

application server also houses the Postgres database and

clients for the appropriate services (SRB and GAMA). The
Grid Account Management Architecture (GAMA) server handles
authentication services and credentialing for Gridsphere.

Data integration services are provided by the BIRN Mediator
server, which uses a 'data mediation' type of architecture

to access resources allowing for the integrated querying
across several heterogeneous databases at one time. These

services are used when searching for datasets tagged with a

particular keyword. The Storage Resource Broker (SRB)
Server is a data grid management system that provides a
hierarchical logical namespace to manage the organization

of the heterogeneous data resources.
The application server contains several additional
portlet application packages (see Figure 2.3). SRB and GAMA

application packages both provide portlet services to

utilize the corresponding grid or authentication service.
Gridportlets is a portlet toolkit that was developed by the
creators of Gridsphere to manage the credentials that are

obtained from the GAMA server and assist in developing grid

enabled portlets. Bluesquid is a portlet application that
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Figure 2.3. Deployment/Component Diagram For Biomedical
Informatics Research Network Data Repository

was developed by BIRN to provide more collaborative

features in the portal, this packages introduces in the

concept of collaborative project work environments with
group permissions.
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2.2.2.1 User Interface. User interfaces for the system
will be designed as html and incorporate JavaScript for

more dynamic client side functionality. Portlet and JSP
generate the contents dynamically in response to the user's
requests. The following features will be incorporated to

produce a more descriptive representation of the interface:
2.2.2.1.1 Login Page. The user will enter a Login
ID and Password to gain entry to the system. Additionally
there will be a link to lead to a new account creation

(Figure 2.5). The user can also obtain help through a link
to the standard Gridsphere password recovery page.

2.2.2.1.2 Account Page. This page will be the

default page that is viewed by a logged in data contributor

(Figure 2.6). The user can:
•

View the current submissions that are in progress and
those which have been published

•

Display user created searches on topics of interest
and favorite search terms

•

A welcome message with recently released BIRN Data
Repository data topics and additional news.

•

Click on help links to aid in their orientation and
usage of the system's functions.
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2.2.2.1.3 Submissions Overview Page. This page is

a more detailed view of the My Submissions Portlet view. It
displays a progress timeline for each of the submissions,

shows all the stages of the submission process, and
indicates in what stage is the submission request (Figure

2.7) .
2.2.2.1.4 Submission Specific Overview Page. This
page is similar to the overview page. It displays the

submissions progress timeline and indicates in what stage

is the submission request. Additionally, the user can view
a log of the progress of the submission, related documents,
and links of interest. The user can also continue the

submission from the point where they last left off (Figure
2.8) .

2.2.2.1.5 New Submission Workflow. This section
covers the interfaces of the pages that are used through
out the new submission creation process. An activity

diagram of the overall workflow can be referenced, see

Figure 2.4.
2.2.2.1.5.1 Submission Initiation Page

(Launch New Submission Stage). This page is the starting
page for a user who would want to begin the submission
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process, it will contain general high level instructions
and requirements at the bottom of the frame where there

Data Repository
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will be a start button to send the user to the first form

in the submission workflow (Figure 2.9). There will be menu
of links containing:

•

Overview

•

Detailed Instructions

•

Minimum Requirements

•

Data Contributors Agreement

•

Data Use Agreement

•

IRB Template for Sharing Human Data

•

Glossary
2.2.2.1.5.2 General Information. This is the

first form for the submission workflow. This page will

allow the contributor to give general information about the

submission such as: a title, a description or abstract of
the study, and primary contact information for the

contributor if different from the current creator.

There

is a pre-selected list of keywords that allows the user to

select the relevant terms under which the submission can be

indexed. The page will also display the users profile

information such as name, email, and organization that the
user belongs to and phone number (Figure 2.10).

At the

bottom of the page is a text area window that will display
the contributors agreement, below the window there is a
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check box for agreeing with the terms stipulated in the

contributors agreement. Additionally if the checkbox

specifying if the data is part of a BIRN project is
selected, there will be a drop down list to select which

project the data originates from (Figure 2.11).
2.2.2.1.5.3 General Information

Verification. This is the second page in the workflow. It

would allow the contributor the opportunity to review the
information that they have provided up to the point (Figure

2.12). There is a link to edit the new submission
information .

2.2.2.1.5.4 Accession Number Confirmation
Page. This is the third page in the submission workflow.

This page display a thank you to the contributor that
informs them that an entry has been made for their

submission in the system resulting in the assignment of an
accession number.

The accession number is assigned in the

format of YYYY-(ORG)-XXXXX where YYYY stands for the

current year ORG is the organization of the data repository

(always BIRN in this case) and the last five characters is
a randomly generated alpha numeric character sequence

(Figure 2.13).

The contributor is then presented the
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option of continuing on with the workflow or continuing it
later.
2.2.2.1.5.5 High Level Information Page

(Describe Your Data Stage). This is the fourth page in the

workflow. This page will allow the contributor to add to
various lists of investigator/co-authors, institutions /

URLs, sponsors, Funding Sources/Grant Numbers, original and
additional publications.

Additionally there will be a

field to add a list of affiliated institutions/URLs,

sponsors, funding sources/grant number and citations or
publications (Figure 2.14).

2.2.2.1.5.6 High Level Data Information
Page. This page will have fields to select whether or not
the data is human or non-human derived, the number of cases

in the sample, to specify if it is gender specific, the age

range of the subjects, and the diagnostic group represented

in the sample (specified in BIRNLex). The page will have an
option selection boxes which lists the available data types

such as imaging, demographics, behavioral / cognitive
measures, clinical measures, microarray, etc (Figure 2.15).
Additionally, an option list that represents the user

selected data types, which is modified through the use of
add and remove buttons. When the user submits the
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information to the server a simple JavaScript alert box

notifying the user that the data they are submitting does

or doesn't contain any human data and asks them to confirm

this with a I agree or I disagree button selection.
2.2.2.1.5.7 High Level Data Confirmation
Page. This is a simple screen that displays the entered

values and verifies with the user that the data they are

submitting is correct. The user will confirm this by

selecting 'Submit' or 'Edit Information' to go back and
make changes (Figure 2.17).
2.2.2.1.5.8 Thank You / Notification Page.

Besides the normal thank you text, this page will contain

instructions on the next steps of the submission process.
This will depend on whether or not human data was included
in the data set (Figure 2.18).
2.2.2.1.5.9 Internal Review Board
Instructions (Internal Review Board Information Stage).

This page will give the user links to the IRB forms that
must be downloaded and returned completed. Additionally it
will contain instructions and links to other help pages

pertaining to this topic (Figure 2.19).

2.2.2.1.5.10 Internal Review Board Template
Upload. This page allows the user to upload multiple
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documents of various formats. They can be accompanied with

titles and an upload event description (Figure 2.20).

2.2.2.1.5.11 Data Specific Upload. These
pages will contain instructions that list the different

methods of data upload, storage and simple database

selection list-box for the user to enter their method of

choice and a button to notify the curators that they have
completed the data upload.
2.2.2.1.5.12 Curation, Annotation, and Final
Review. These pages will have instructions on what is

happening to the submission during this period that may be
taking longer to process. Once this stage is completed the
user may not edit any of the uploaded information on the

page, additionally movement in the submission workflow is
restricted. The user may only advance to the curation pages

in the next phase of the workflow.

2.2.2.1.6 Published. This page is the last page
in the submission process that the data contributor will

see. This page will lead the user to another page to view
statistical summary information on the project.

2.2.2.1.7 Browse Biomedical Informatics Research
Network Data Repository Page. This is the general page that
will enable the user to view all the published data
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submissions and search through the listings of the

projects. This page will be available to all the users

including guest users who may not have an account (Figure
2.21).

2.2.2.1.8 View Published Biomedical Informatics

Research Network Data Repository Entry Page. This page re
displays all the data that was obtained throughout the

course of the data contributor's submission to the BDR,

once the submission has made it all the way through the
submission workflow and approved for publication. The
submission BDR entry link is published to the browse BDR
page and viewable on this page (Figure 2.22).

2.2.2.1.9 My Profile Page. This page is available
to log in users and it displays all the users profile
information plus providing a link to a page to edit the
profile information (Figure 2.24).

2.2.2.1.10 Help Page. This page provides basic

knowledge for the submission process, documents that may be

needed, and contact information to the system
administrators and the curators to aid in any questions the
user may have.

•

This page is a general contact page that allows the

user to contact either the curators or the system
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administrators if there is a persistent problem.
Contact is through email or phone communication .
•

Overview Instructions - This is a general outline of

the submission process.

•

Minimum Requirements Checklist - This is a list of

different requirement for the submission to be

processed correctly. This will be a document in
tabular form that is retrieved from the database.
•

IRB Template Overview - This page contains all the

pertinent documents that are related to obtaining

approval from the IRB and also instructions on
submitting the documentation back to the BIRN Data

Repository curators.
•

Data Contributor Agreement Page - This is a simple
formatted text page that enables the users to review
the terms and conditions of the agreement at their own

convenience.
2.2.2.1.11 Administration Page. This page allows

the curator to print out a formatted submission report to

present to the IRB, create alerts for a submission, and

control the movement of the submission through the phases
of the workflow (Figure 2.25).
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2.2.2.2 Hardware Interface. The system will have a

server with an NIC connected to the Internet. This will
supply the necessary interfaces to connect with the
software of the client. The client will need an NIC or

modem in order to connect to the Internet to access the

application server.
2.2.2.3 Software Interfaces. Software interfaces are

provided in Java 1.5 APIs, Portlet API, Servlet API, JSP

APIs, and GridSphere 2.1 APIs. In addition, users need a

Java Script compatible web browser.
2.2.2.4 Communication Interfaces. The communication
will take place within Web browsers, either Mozilla Firefox

or Safari.
2.2.2.5 Memory. The system when deployed on the server
has the minimum memory requirement of 512MB to run and a
memory requirement of 1GB for optimal performance.

The

memory requirement of the client users computer, 128MB, is
the same as for all Internet applications that needed to

run. This includes the Web browser, either Mozilla Firefox

or Safari, and any plug-in that is needed in the system for
the user to access the system.

2.2.2.6 Operations. The user will access the BIRN Data
Repository through the Internet. The session can be
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terminated if the user is inactive for a curtain period of
time, and subsequently accessing any pages will be

redirected to the initial login page. The system will be

maintained on an Intel based server and will need to be up
365 days of the year.

2.2.3 Product Functions

2.2.3.1 Create a New Biomedical Informatics Research
Network Data Repository Submission of Data Sets From an

Existing Biomedical Informatics Research Network Project or
From an External Source. Users will be guided through a

elaborate workflow that will aid the user in supplying all
relevant information to the project that will reduce the

time required to review the data prior to publication. The
User will be asked in the initial pages of the submission

workflow if the data they are submitting is related to an

existing BIRN project. The following are fields that can be
filled in the submission process:

•

Submission Title

•

Abstract

•

Related Keywords

•

Investigators & Co-Authors

•

Affiliated Institutions

•

Sponsors
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•

Funding Sources/Grant Numbers

•

Primary Publications

•

Additional Publications

•

Declare if the study contains human data

•

Data Types

•

Image Types

•

Sample Size

•

Represented Sex

•

Age range of subjects from high to low plus the time

metric
•

Diagnostic groups represented in the sample

2.2.3.2 Submission Tracking. Allow a logged in user
the ability to check the progress of their submissions.

This includes a general overview of each submission and a
more detailed drill down which includes the submission

project log, alerts, etc.
2.2.3.3 Communicate With the Biomedical Informatics

Research Network Data Repository Curators. Allow the data
contributor and the curators to communicate back and forth

with ease on the various aspects of the submission this it
may be problems or progress topics.

2.2.3.4 Browse the Published Biomedical Informatics

Research Network Data Repository Entries. Public users
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without a login for the BDR can browse all the published
submissions.
2.2.3.5 View the User Profile. A user may view the

different attributes of their account and edit the values
to he fields.

2.2.3.6 Obtain Help Information. Users can obtain help
information from the website via download of instructional
documentation or through phone/email support.

2.2.3.7 Allow Curators to Perform Administrative
Functions. An administrative user should have the ability

to print submission reports, correspond with a owner of a
submission, create alert messages for those users, and move

a submission forward or backwards in the latter half of the
workflow.
2.2.4 User Characteristics
2.2.4.1 Biomedical Informatics Research Network Data

Contributors. These are existing users of BIRN who want to
contribute their data. They already have a login and
possibly existing projects that are already present.

2.2.4.2 Guest Data Contributors. These users may want
to contribute their data however they are not an existing

member of BIRN and are required to register before having
he ability to create any submissions.
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2.2.4.3 Guest Users. Anonymous Internet users that may
want to browse through the publicized datasets or with

simply supplying the BDR with the users email address the
user may download the full data set.

2.2.4.4 Curators. These are the users that will have

privileged accounts, which will enable them to print out
reports on the submission, alter the stage the submission
is in to move it forward or backwards in the process, and

perform various administrative tasks.

2.2.5 Constraints
Researchers must provide their full name, email, phone
number, and affiliated organization in order to utilize the

full capabilities of the BDR. There are no constraints to

browse the repository.
2.2.6 Assumptions and Dependencies

The assumption is made that the user who utilizes the

system enters the correct data, has all necessary client
side scripting enabled, and there are no applicable

hardware limitations.
2.2.7 Apportioning of Requirements
No requirements specified in this system can be

delayed until a future version without prior permission of
the client.
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2.3 Specific Requirements

2.3.1 External Interfaces
This is a detailed description of all the inputs and

outputs of the BIRN Data Repository. Throughout this
section there are references to a default user layout this
is a standardized layout that is used on most of the pages

in the system when a user is logged in. The default user
layout is intended to aid the users so that they will be

familiar with the most common actions and have quick access
to navigate the site to perform these actions. The default

user layout divides the page into two columns, the first

column will contain the 'My Submissions' and 'BDR

Information' portlets and does not vary at all. The wider
second column will contain a portlet specific to that page
being used (Figure 2.6). The 'My Submissions' portlet

contains a table that displays the title, progress, and

alert information for all the submission that have been
created by the user. Each individual row will link to the
corresponding 'Submission Specific Overview' page for that

submission. Below the 'My Submission' portlet is another

portlet frame that contains the 'BDR Information' portlet.
This portlet simply displays four links that lead the user
to the corresponding documentation for the BDR Data Use
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Agreement, the BDR Data Contributors Agreement, the Data
Submission Overview, and a Glossary of terms used through
out the system.

2.3.1.1 Login Page. This is the start page for the
system, it is divided into two main columns. The wider

first column contains the welcome text that explains the
function of the BDR. To the right is a portlet frame that

contains a login button and two text input fields, which
are for the username and the password. If the login is

, B 1 RNBaTA REPOS

Welcome to the BIRN Data Repository Portal
The BIRN (www.nbtrn.net) announces the new release of Its Data Repository using

the Gridsphere Portal.
Browse the Repository via the Browse BDR tab! Data are available through BDR

resources Including a vanety of searchable databases along with archived
downloads. Future BDR releases will allow data discovery via a concept-based
qu&y interface.

We encourage you to learn about the functionality of the new Porta! environment
by requesting an account (select the tab above) and exploring the interface and

documentation provided. Resources to assist tn data snaring and ontological
development are available through existing Program Announcements for potential

BDR contributors.

As we continue to work on and improve the sue, we appreciate your patience and
encourage your feedback.
Please contact us with your questions and concerns: BDR Director Christine

Fcnnnma-Notesttne, Pti.D.. and Submissions Coordinator Andrea Arnaud at
BDR_info®nbfm.net.

Privacy | Terms o! Uao | Report a ProHom | Feeobart

puwerv.! r>, gndsphero

Figure 2.5. Login Page
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successful the My Account page will be displayed otherwise
a error message will be displayed above the username field

(Figure 2.5).

2.3.1.2 My Account Page. This is the first page that
would be displayed to a logged in user. The user will see
three portlets arranged into two columns, this' page follows
the default user layout. In the left column the user will

find the 'My Submissions' and 'BDR Information' portlets.
The second column contains the 'Welcome' portlet, it

Logout
Welcome, Laurerct

Bohannon

Welcome to the BIRN Data Rcpositpryi
This publicly available, sustainable archive accepts data generated by the biomedical research community
and makes these data freely available tor sharing and exchange, towards fulfillment of MH guldeSincd.
Your participation encourages scientific inquiry, enables new research expioraten, and facilitates education
by providing the scientific community with relevant, cosily accessible data.

Function BIRN Neurotm aging
Calibration Study .Phase II

rod

9

• Snows}------------------ :----------------------- ------------- -——;—■———----------

©

• MH Program Announcements (PAR-07-tlfi) (RAR-07-42S) are availibie to support snaring your

This to'a test upgrade aubmhiocHi

data and tools through the BIRN Data Repository... (Learn More)
• To enable intelligent exploration across the multiple sources and domains, data within tne BDR
share a common BIRNLex Ontological framework., (team More)

Ths is the title
As we continue to work on and improve the cite, we appreciate your patience and encourage your
feedback,

I
t
|

Please contact the BDR Director Christine Fe•memo-Notestine. Ph.D., at BDR„ info Saturn net, gr
Submissions Coordinator Andrea A-naud at BDR.suormvuoASinbi-n 'ot with any questions or concerns
You have no completed Submissions.

We nope that you find the collaborative sharing environment useful for your endeavoro.

Thank you for your participation!

BDR Dm Use Agreement
BOR Dm a Contributor's Agreement
Dots'SutwilssiOrt OverView
Glossary

Figure 2.6. My Account Page
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display's some more detailed information of the purpose and
helpful contacts that a user may find useful (Figure 2.6).

2.3.1.3 My Submissions Overview. This page will be a
single portlet that will display in a list of all the
submissions that the user has created. Each individual

listing will contain general information for that
particular submission entry; title, accession number,
primary contact, contributing investigator name and email.

Additionally a graphical display of the current progress

Describe
Your
Data

CaotHfeutiaoJ nvestiaatef

Accession Number

Laurence Bohannan

bobarvwn®ronir. ucsd.edu

Primary contact K was no: suppled

{-Title: Thia Is the title-

[•S’#*

P0Q5-BDR-U5CR2

Laurence Dohannan
Doha n na npncmrr. utsd.edu

Primary eo-itact is was not supplied

Privacy | Terms o! Use | fcjwl P PraKctn | Feedback

Figure 2.7. My Submissions Overview Page
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and status of the submission throughout the pipeline is

shown above the general information (Figure 2.7). The user

can click on one of the entries to lead them to the
'Submission Specific Overview' for that particular

submission.

2.3.1.4 Submission Specific Overview. This page will

contain a single portlet that will display a graphical
representation of the progress and status of the selected

submission through the pipeline. To the bottom left of the

graphic will be where the submission history and alerts are
displayed. To the bottom right will be a link of actions

that the user can perform, Continue Submission, Contact
BDR, provide feedback, and a link to the collaborative

workspace (Figure 2.8).
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Logout
Welcome, Laurence
Bohannon

Review |

Accession Kumber

ConttiiatUi!aJ2s:si!afltoc

2GC8-SQR-U5CR2

Laurence Bohannan
boha n nan ® ncm ir. ucsd. cdu

Alert s;

t

■ 1

■

- ■ ■ ■■'

■

1

Published

Primary contact is was no: supplied

..... .

There are no user alerts
Continue Submission

[-History of Submission:---------------------------------------------- —--------------- —---------------

'

10/22/2009 at 02:22:51 pm pdt: BDR Admin has advanced the submission to the 'Final

[
‘

Review' stage
10/22/2008 at 02:22:46 pm POT: Admin has received your notification message

i 10/22/2008 at 02:22:43 PM PDT: SOR Admin has advanced toe submission to the 'Data
' Curation and Annotation' stage
1 10/22/2008 at 02:22:24 PM PDT; 'Data Storage' has been completed

1

10/22/2008 at 02:22:24 PM PDT; Submission has completed the database upload

|

Storage Completion' step, the last Step of the 'Data Storage' stage
10/32/2008 at 02:21:40 pm PDTiAdmin has received your notification message

j

10/22/2003 at 02:21:11 PM PDT: 'Requirements for Onto Storage’ have seen submitted, ■;

Contact BDR abcnji

this submission
J

Piitase provide

feedback to the BOR

10/22/2008 at 02:21:43 PM PDT; BOR Admin has advanced the submission to the 'Data

Figure 2.8

Coaatomive Workspace

J

Submission Specific Overview Page

2.3.1.5 New Submission Initiation Page. This page
follows the default user layout. In the second column is
the 'Create New Submission' portlet, the user will see the

'New Submission Initiation' view by default (Figure 2.9).
When the user clicks on the 'Begin New Submission' button
they are taken to the second step of the process, which is
the 'General Information' view.
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Logout
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Welcome, Laurence

Bohannan
f BQfVH Cotobotation Ij. Layout j! Administration

|,My.Aceour>tgi MySubrnhstoniOvcnijR’VP

«-> r?.ir.x~^ist^,.„

Accounts y Help £
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Detailed Overview of My suomisstons

During the submissions process, as the Contributing Investigator responsible for the data to be shared, you
will:

* create a New Submission from your BDR Portal Account, although you may choose to designate

function BIRN Neurol maglrtg
Calibration Study Phase II

s

This Is a test upgrade

0

submission

This Is the tiria

someone else as the Primary Contact who will oversee the submission,
* provide a description of your data and the original study,
* provide verification of IRQ approval (or the sharing of human data, with the guidance of the BDR staff,
* provide associated metadata to sufficiently describe imaging data, to ensure that shared data is

meaningful and useful,
* assist the BDR staff to ensure that data are provided in readable formats that, when necessary, are
sufficiently de-identified,
* work with the BDR to select an appropriate database resource and to annotate shared data to the
BIRNLex/Ontragical framework for Intelligent search and Integration with other data:sources, and:

* make these data publicly available in a reasonable time frame, as determined by the nature of the

ffad

data and collaborative Investigations.

11/5/2009

0

test 11/9/2009

e

Test Submission for

( Begin New Submission')

-{Completed]-------------------------------------------

You have no completed Submissions.

Overview
Detailed Overview

Associated Metadata

BDR Data Contributor's Agreement
BDR Data use Agreement

JRB Template for
Sharing Human Data
Glossary

Privacy | Terms of Use | Report a Problem | Feedback

Figure 2.9. New Submission Initiation Page

2.3.1.6 General Information Page. This page adheres to
the default user layout. The second column contains the

'General Information' view of the 'Create New Submission'
portlet. The top of the portlet contains a section with
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instructions for the page. Below the instruction section
are text entry fields for the submission title, study

description, keywords, and primary contact information for
the submission. Additionally, there is a selection list of

pre-selected keywords, an option box to select if the
submission is associated to a previously existing project,
a text box to display the data contributors agreement, and

a checkbox for the user to acknowledge that they have read
the contributing data agreement (Figure 2.10). Once the

user has completed all of the required fields and agreed to

the data contributor's agreement they may click on the

'Next' button (Figure 2.11). This will lead to the third
step of the process, which is the General Information
verification view.
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please provide submission title, study description, keywords that describe your data, and agree to the terms and

requirements outlined in the BDR Data Contributor's Agreement. You may also designate someone else as a Primary
Contact.

* Required fields

• Submission Title:

|

- study Description / Abstract (Maximum of 5000 characters):

'eyv
• Select at least 3 keywords that best describe your data:
Which dictionary would you like to use? [ BlRNLex

rI

Search

I

Keywords:

Note: Please wait while the ontology loads
-jUnsetectea]------------------------------------------

1

(R)N6-phenyllsopropyladenosine

11-dehydro-thromboxane B2
129

(‘Add >>)

129Pl/ReJ

129P3/J

f << Remove)

129P3fjEms)
129P4/RrRkJ
12951/SvlmJ
12956/SvEvTac

129T2/SvEms

Don't see all of the keywords you like? Add more of your own. i

-|COTt^tlnfonnati6n:|-

Name of Contributing

Investigator:

E-mail of Contributing

Investigator:

Laurence Bohannan

bohannan@ncmir.ucsd.edu

Institution/Organization: UCSD BIRN-CC

Phone Number:

85S 822-0718

Name of Primary

Contact
(if different from

Contributing

Investigator):

Primary Contact e-mail: [

---------------- —-------------------------------------------------------------------—- -------------------------’ Is this study related to an existing submission or BIRN project? (if 'Yes’ please select the project from the list below)

©No/

OYesJ\

X1

Figure 2.10. General Information Page
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-| BDRiDatoi Contributor'sAgree ment’: |-

■ BDR Data Contributor’s Agreement: (PDF Format)

BIRN Dale Repository
Data Contributor's Agreement

To further enable a collaborative research environment, the BDR archives data generated by the
biomedical research community and makes these data freely available, towards fulfillment of NIH
guidelines (http://gr3nts.nlh.gov/grants/policy/data_sharing/). Your participation will encourage

scientific inquiry, enable new research exploration, and facilitate education by providing the

scientific community with relevant, easily accessible data. Shared data are available to the public
with provision of an active e-mail address and acceptance of the standard BDR Data Use Agreement.

O 1 have read, understand, and agree to the terms and requirements outlined in the BDR Data Contributor's

Agreement.

(cancel)

NEXT

Figure 2.11. General Information Page (Continued)

2.3.1.7 General Information Verification Page. This
page adheres to the default user layout; the second column

contains the 'General Information Verification' view of the

'Create New Submission' portlet. The top of the portlet

frame has a section that contains instructions for the
user. Below the instructions is another section that

contains all the values that were entered by the user from
the previous page. The user has the option to click one of
two buttons at the bottom of the page,

and 'Launch Submission'

'Edit Information'

(Figure 2.12). The 'Edit

Information' button will lead the user back to the previous

'General Information' view, the 'Launch Submission' button
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will lead the user to the fourth step in the process, which

is the 'Accession Number Confirmation' page.
2.3.1.8 Accession Number Confirmation Page. This page

adheres to the default user layout. The second column
contains the Accession Number Confirmation view of the

-llnstructions: i Page', 2 of z|—--------------------- -——----- —— --------- - ---------- —-------------------------- :------------

Please verify the Information you have provided for accuracy. To make changes, click Edit Information.
Once you have verified the information, click Launch Submission to proceed.

-|New Submission Information yeriflQtlon:|----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Submission Title; BDR Demo Submission

Study Description / Abstract:
This is the description.
Keywords: keyword 3
keyword 1
keyword 2
Contributing Investigator: Laurence Bohannan
Contributing Investigator e-mail: bohannan@ncmir.ucsd.edu

Organization: UCSD BIRN-CC

Phone Number: 858 822-0718
Primary Contact:

Primary Contact e-mail:
Related to an existing BIRN project: No
Note; Please contact us if you need to modify any information from this stage after you have completed it.

Edit Information |

Launch Submission j

Figure 2.12. General Information Verification Page

Create New Submission portlet. The page contains four short

paragraphs of information pertaining to the tracking of the
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submission using the accession number that was provided on
the page. Below the information section are two buttons,

'Exit' and 'Continue'

(Figure 2.13). The 'Exit' button will

BDR. Demo Submission
JlhankYou: page 3 of?]-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------You have successfully Initiated sharing your data through the BIRN Data Repository (BDR).

Your submission has been assigned the following BDR Accession Number, which will be used to identify
your data within the BDR and when used by others:
2009-BDR-3JMCR

You, and if specified, your Primary Contact, will receive an e-mail acknowledging your recent activity and your
BDR Portal Account(s) will be updated under My Submissions.
To resume your submission at a later time, you, or your specified Primary Contact [who may now take over
this submission from their own BDR Portal Account] may return to the BDR Portal to login. Once logged in,
under My Submissions, click on this submission. In the Submission Specific Overview window, choose
Continue Submission, on the right panel, to resume. A Detailed Overview is available for additional
guidance, In the left panel of Create Submission.
What's Next?
Please Describe Your Data In the following pages.

Note: This information will also be available in your confirmation email

Continue |

Exit j

Figure 2.13. Accession Number Confirmation Page

lead the user back to the initial page view of the 'Create
New Submission' portlet. The 'Continue' button will lead to
the fifth step in the process, which is the 'High Level

Information' page.
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2.3.1.9 High Level Information Page. This page adheres
to the default user layout. The second column contains the
'High Level Information' view of the 'Create New

Submission' portlet. The top of the portlet frame has a

section that contains instructions for the user. Below the
instructions are seven sections: affiliations,
investigators, sponsors, funding sources, primary
publication, additional publication, and figure. The figure

section contains a file upload field, a text input field
for a caption, and a single button that is labeled

'Upload'. When the user clicks the 'Upload' button the

supplied image file will be displayed in the place of the

text input fields in that section. The affiliations section

contains an empty three column table. The columns are for
the affiliation name, URL, and a space provided to perform

a delete action on the particular row in the table. Below
the table are the two text input fields which allow the

user to populate the table for that section, one for
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BDR Demo Submission

f Next)

Figure 2.14. High Level Information Page
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affiliation name and one for the URL. Following the text

input fields is a button labeled 'Add', once this is

clicked the values in the accompanying fields will be
present in the table above. All other sections on this page
behave in a similar manner. Each just differs on the number

of-input fields for the particular table in that section.
The sponsor section contains a two-column display table

above one text input field for the sponsor name and a add

button. The funding sources section contains a three-column
display table above two text input fields for the source
and grant numbers. The primary and additional related

publications sections are identical in format, each contain

a four column display table above text input fields for the
full citation, ID number, and a selection box for the type

of ID (Figure 2.14).
2.3.1.10 High Level Data Page. This page adheres to
the default user layout. The second column contains the

'High Level Data' view of the 'Create New Submission'
portlet. The top of the portlet frame has a section that
contains instructions for the user. Below the instructions
are seven sections: human subjects declaration, data types,

image types, data information, diagnostic group represented
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ijHMMMW
BDR Demo Submission
------------------------------------------- .-------------------------------------------------------------------- - ------------- ---

Please specify If data is human or not; specify data and image types to be shared; and provide requested information to
describe the sample. To save your entered information and advance to the next screen, choose Next.

* Required Fields

---------------------------------■ Does this submission contain human subjects' data? (

ID

I
!

Imaging
Demographics

Behavioral/cognitlve measures |

Clinical measures

(Add» )

1

( << Remove )

Microarray
2D Images

Cell-fills

1

(Add')

Other Data Type:

(Add >> )
( < < Remove )

Other Image Type: [

"|pawjlnfcroiaybnl|Number of individual cases In sample:
■ Sex represented In sample;
■ Specify range of age in sample (low - high);

Note: To specify embryonic and/or postnatal, add an "e' or ’•p" to the

I
czz
I—

Other: [

c

tow and high values, (e.g., 16e-17p days)

Urise^^Ed'bla^ostic'Grou'psjHealthy individuals

- Selected’D1agnosdc'^>tJp(s)j-

j

Schizophrenia
f
Alzheimer's disease
I
Mild Cognitive Impairment j

(AdF>>^
("<<"Remove)

Other Diagnostic Group:

figure 2.15. High Level Data Page
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in sample, technical contact, and usage recommendations and
requirements. The human subject declaration section has a

prompt asking the user if this submission contains any
human subject data and options box with the value of 'Yes'

or 'No' . The 'Data Types' section contains two multi-select

list option boxes,

'Selected Data Types' which is empty and

'Unselected Data Types' is pre-populated with the values;
'Imaging',

'Demographics',

'Clinical Measures',

'Behavioral/Cognitive Measures',

'Microarray',

'2D Images', and 'Cell-

Fills' . Below the list box is a text input field for other
user entered values, these are populated to the 'Selected
Data Types' list box once the add button is clicked. The

'Image Types' section contains two multi-select list option
boxes,

'Selected Image Types' is empty while 'Unselected

Image Types' is pre-populated with the values;

MR', 'Functional MR',

'Anatomical

'Diffusion', and 'Microscopy'. Below

the list box is a text input field for other user entered

values, these are populated to the 'Selected Image Types'
t

list box once the add button is clicked (Figure 2.15). The

Data Information section contains text input fields for the
number of individual cases in the sample. A selection box
for the sex represented in the sample, two text input
fields to specify the high and low of the age range in that
57

sample, a selection box for the units of the age range, and
an additional text input field to allow the user to specify
any embryonic or parental values. The Diagnostic Groups

Represented in the Sample section contains two multi-select

list option boxes,

'Selected Diagnostic Groups' which is

empty and 'Unselected Diagnostic Groups' which is pre
populated with the values;

'Schizophrenia',

'Healthy Individuals',

'Alzheimer's disease', and 'Mild Cognitive

Impairment'. Below the list box is a text input field for
other user entered values, these are populated to the

'Selected Data Types' list box once the add button is

clicked. The 'Technical Contact' section contains two text

input fields to enter the name and email of the users

technical contact. The 'Usage Recommendations and
Requirements' section contains a text area for the user to
enter specific instructions. Below the usage section are
three buttons 'Back',

'Exit', and 'Continue'
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(Figure 2.16).

Figure 2.16. High Level Data Page (Continued)

2.3.1.11 High Level Data Confirmation Page. This page
adheres to the default user layout. The second column

contains the 'High Level Data Confirmation' view of the
'Create New Submission' portlet. The top of the portlet

frame has a section that contains instructions for the

user. Below the instructions is another section that
contains all the values that were entered by the user from
the previous page. The user has the option to click one of
three buttons at the bottom of the page 'Edit Information',

'Submit', and 'Exit'

(Figure 2.17). The 'Edit Information'

button will lead the user back to the previous 'High Level
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Data' view; the 'Submit' button will lead the user to the

fourth step in the process, which is the 'Thank You' page.

BDR Demo Submission
•[instfections:* Pago '6 .of-7]Please verify the information you have provided for accuracy. To make changes, choose Edit Information.

Once you have verified the information, dick on Submit.

-jlnformaUon; Verification 4

Affiliated

Institution(s) &

UCSD BIRN-CC

URL(S):
Investigate r(s) &

Laurence Bohannan (Contributing Investigator)

bohannan@ncmir.ucsd.eciu

UCSD BIRN-CC

Contributor(s):
Sponsor(s):
Funding

Source(s)/Grant
Number(s):
Figure:
Caption:

Primary

Pubtication(s)/Original
Article(s):
Additional Related

Publlcation(s);
Data Types:,

Microarray

Image Types:

Functional MR

Number of individual

cases in sample:
Sex represented in

sample:

32

Female

Specify range of age

d

in sample (low -

23 - 32 Months

high):

Diagnostic groups
represented in

Mild Cognitive Impairment

sample:
Name of Technical

Contact:
Technical Contact

e-mail:
Usage

Recommendations
and Requirements:

Note: Please contact us If you need to modify any Information from this stage after you have completed It.
Submit |

Edit Information |

Figure 2.17. High Level Data Confirmation Page
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2.3.1.12 Thank You Page. This page adheres to the

default user layout. The second column contains the 'Thank
You' view of the 'Create New Submission' portlet. This page

fBIRNL

Logout

Welcome, Laurence

Bohannan

[ ^Ri(fcoUaborabonj[ Layout ]f Adminlstrationjj Accounts 2 Help t

^.Detoted Overview cf My Submissions

BDR Demo Submission

You have successfully completed the Describe Your Data stage.

Function BIRN Neu rm magi ng

Calibration Study Phase JI

o
Q

(fad
This is a test upgrade

submission

You will receive on e-mail acknowledging your recent activity and your BDR Portal Account will be updated

under My Submissions. This submission Is now under review by the BDR Staff. The BDR Staff will contact
you with any additional questions.

What's Next?
Please obtain Approval to Share Human Subjects' Data by advancing to the next stage and rollowing the
guidelines provided. While your IRB approval is pending, please feel free to explore data storage options
available tor future discussions.

This Is the titii:

Note; This Information will also be available In your confirmation email.

BDR De mo Submission

( Explore Data Storage Options J)

g^n5e£'j
You have no completed Submissions.

Overview

Detailed Overview

Associated Metadata
BDR Data Contributor's Agreement

BDR Data Use Agreement

IRB Template for
Sharing Human Data

Glossary

•<0 (vvums’i'-j tr, gridsphoro

Privacy | Terms of Use | Report a Problem | Feedback

Figure 2.18. Thank You Page
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Continue ]

contains information about what will be the next step in
the process, below the information are three buttons

'Exit',

'Continue', and 'Explore Data Storage Options'

(Figure 2.18). The 'Explore Data Storage Options' leads to

documentation of the various storage options for the user.
2.3.1.13 Internal Review Board Instruction Page. This
page adheres to the default user layout. The second column

contains the 'IRB Instructions' view of the 'Create New

Submission' portlet. This page contains information

pertaining to the steps and requirements of the upcoming
IRB Documentation Upload. Below, the information are three

buttons 'Exit',
Options'

'Continue, and 'Explore Data Storage

(Figure 2.19). The 'Explore Data Storage Options'

button leads to documentation of the various storage
options for the user.
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ffad
To comply with all Federal state and local regulations, the BDR. will need verification of IRB approval and/or
waiver for sharing human subjects’ data with the broader community. The BDR will assist you In this process and
provide suggested language to submit to your local institution (see IRB Template). The steps required by your
local institution and the result of your request, including additional requirements for sharing, may depend on the
nature of the study and how the data were collected.

You will request permission from your local IRB to share previously collected data through the BDR. As described,
in the IRB template, these data will be shared without personal identifiers. That is, through collaboration with
the BDR, local data, including image header files, will be de-identlfied prior to upload into the BDR. This wilt
include the removal of identifying information such as name, date of birth, and medical record number. Through
this process, you, and your local IRB, must clearly delineate your de-Identification requirements for sharing with
the public.

Electronic copies of the IRB documentation for the sharing of human data, including the signed and/or stamped
official approval, can be uploaded to the IRB Documentation Upload section in the BDR.
While IRB approval Is pending, please explore the database options available to house your data. Once the
appropriate IRB approvals are in place, the next step will be to select an appropriate database resource.
( Explore Data Storage Options )

irb Documentation Upload |

Figure 2.19. Internal Review Board Instruction Page

2.3.1.14 Internal Review Board Template Upload Page.

This page adheres to the default user layout. The second
column contains the IRB Template Upload view of the 'Create
New Submission' portlet. The top of the portlet frame has a

section that contains instructions for the user. Below the
instructions is a section labeled 'Documentation Upload' it
contains a text area for a description, a text input field

to enter the title of a file, a select box to specify the

expected file format, and a file browser button to upload
the actual documentation. In the event that the user may
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the actual documentation. In the event that the user may

have more than one file to upload at the time of submission

they may add and remove additional file entry fields by

using the 'Add More Files' and 'Remove' links located at
the bottom of the section. Once the user has completed

filling in the information they can complete the upload by
clicking on the 'Submit' button. If all inputs that were
provided are correct, the files will be displayed below in
the 'Submitted Documentation' section. If there was invalid

input an error will be displayed. At the bottom of the page
are three buttons 'Back'

Completion'

(Figure 2.20)

'Exit', and 'Notify the BDR of

'Back' will simply move the

submission to the previous page in the submission process.

'Exit' will erase the submission session and return the
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1. Under Documentation Upload, please provide a description of the file(s) to be uploaded, title, file type, and file. Click on

Add More Flies to load additional files under the same description; then click on Submit to send them to the BDR,
2. Repeat step 1, for additional filets) under a different description, as needed,

3. When ALL the necessary files for IRB approval have been submitted and your documentation is complete, click on Notify

BDR of Completion.
* Required fields

Submit |

lSubfflitted;pofflpnentaypo4-----------------------Time; Apr 21, 2009 7:06:38 PM

pescripHdnIIHMMMIMMK—
This is the upload description for the file set

SfMeiType:
This is the title of file 2

pdf

This is the title of file 1

pdf

fllel.pdf

5?;

j

Notify BDR of Completion |

Back |

Figure 2.20. Internal Review Board Template Upload Page

user to the initial page of the new submission process. The
'Notify BDR of Completion' button will freeze the

submission from movement, alert the administrators that
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this step in the process has been completed and display a
notification message at the top of the page.

2.3.1.15 Browse Biomedical Informatics Research

Network Data Repository Page. The public or a logged in
user can view this page, if the user is logged in they

would see the page separated into two columns. The first

narrower column would contain the 'My Submissions' portlet.

, UJ I KINIdATA

'Ll.——

Logout

repository.'

Welcome, Laurence
Bohannon

I BOR’I J. GMlaboration || Larsvt j[ Administration }1 Accounts g Help

Detailed Overvxrw ts' My Submissions

Currently Available Data

Jin Prpffi&ss]The BDR is a sustainable archive or data generated by the biomedical research community. Data housed in the

Function BIRN Neurofmaglng
Calibration Study Phase II

Bad

Q

O

This is a testtrcgrarfe

This is tho titJa

BDR ore available for sharing and exchange. Biomedical I mao Ing data from humans and animal models are the
primary data type available with a minimal set of descriptive metadata, and in some cases, associated clinical,
genetic, or other biomedical data. Data are available through BDR resources including a variety of searchable

dam bases along with archived downloads. Future BDR releases will allow data discovery via a concept’based
query imerface.

AJI data ora freely available to the public with the provision of an active e-mail address and acceptance of the
standard BDR Data Use Agreement; this agreement will be required prior to data download. To bypass this

requirement m the future when using this device, please enable cookies, which will save your original
acceptance of the Agreement; or create your own personalized BDR Portal Account, where these provisions are
agreed to at account registration.

Please consider sharing your own daw, or data resulting from your use of downloaded data, through the BDR to
extend and strengthen this collaborative environment.

You have no completed Submissions.

0

0

BIRN DATA REPOSITORY SOURCES:

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE DATA FROM BIRN’ENABLED COLLABORATIONS:

Privacy | Tsrtna of Um | Repast a PraHem | Feecaia

Figure 2.21. Browse Biomedical Informatics Research Network
Data Repository Page
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In the second column, the user would see the same BDR

Browser portlet as a guest user but rather it would take up
the whole width of the page for the guest. This portlet

contains information about the BIRN Data Repository, a list

of links to the various data sources, and a listing of all
the approved entries in the BRIN Data Repository (Figure

2.21). If the user would click on one or the individual
entries it would lead them to the 'Published BIRN Data
Repository Entry' page.

2.3.1.16 Publish Biomedical Informatics Research

Network Data Repository Entry Page. The public or a logged

in user can view this page, if the user is logged in they
would see the page separated into two columns, the first

narrower column would contain the My Submission portlet. In
the second column the user would see the same Published

BIRN Data Repository View of the BDR Browser portlet as a
guest user will but rather it would take up the whole width
of the page for the guest. This portlet displays all the

general and high-level information that was gathered by the

system throughout the submission process: description,
figure, accession number, technical contact, recommended

usage, investigators and contributors, affiliated
institutions, primary publications, and funding sources
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(Figure 2.22). At the bottom of the page is a

button labeled 'Download', this will take the user to the

download page (Figure 2.23), which will provide a link for

them to follow for download.
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Detailed Overview of My Submissions

Function BIRN Neuroimaging Calibration Study Phase II
Descripttent Technological advances in functional and structural neuroimaging have revolutionized the
biomedical investigation of neuro psychiatric illness. The tremendous potential that this methodology brings In
advancing diagnostic and prognostic capabilities and in treatment of neuropsychlatric illness has as yet remained
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largely an unfulfilled promise. This potential has been limited by a number erf financial, technological and cultural

impediments. These impediments include tne expense or acquiring Imaging data that limits sample sizes that
can be collected by Individual Investigators and a lack of cross site calibration and standardization

methodologies that would enable coordinated multi-site acquisition for basic and clinical triate research. Most
sites develop thdr own acquisition and analysis software algorithms and conduct Independent studies that have

produced interesting, but often conflicting, results in the literature. It has not been possible to disentangle the
sources of these site differences (e.g., are they a consequence qf differences in data acquisition and analysis
algorithms, due to differences in study populations or a combination of the two). Some of these Impediments
could be overcome by a body of scientific knowledge describing the contribution of acquisition and analysis
algorithms to the variance In the collected neuroimaging data. Some of these impediments could be overcome

by creation of a database containing benchmark raw Imaging data available to biomedical Imaging laboratories

developing advanced Image analysis software for comparison of their now analysis algorithms to the current

state of the art algorithms. More of these Impediments could be overcome by access to sufficiently large
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samples of calibrated structural and functional Imaging data from populations of patients and controls needed
for matching to the study population Of interest. Further Impediments could be overcome by the development of
consensus recommendations made by the experts In the research community for functional and structural
neuroimaging data acquisition and analysis calibrations and standards. The Function Ba medical Informatics

You have no completed Submissions.

Research Network (FBIRN) is a trans-dtedpllnary consortium of research Institutions integrating Imaging,
clinical, cognitive and genctic data,to achieve the following objectives: 1) Conduct longitudinal studies of
schizophrenia Tn multiple centers of research excellence around the nation, developing within and between the
centers the Infrastructure and methodologies that seamlessly Integrate imaging data, clinical and cognitive
studies, and the gathering of genetic data into a commonly shared pool of knowledge; and,2) Determine how
these methodologies can be adapted into the larger research community and disseminated to me broader field

of biomedical research.
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Captions BOLD activation related to working memory task performance

Accession Number: 200B-SDB.-6QF87
Technical Contact: Dingying Wei (dywei * AT’uci.edu)

Recommend cd Usage; image data Is provided In Nifti-l format which can be read by most Image viewing end
analysis software packages. Related demographic and clinical data con be queried In a detailed manner through
the fBIRN HID and/or downloaded as a comma separate variable fife for import Into any standard program that

reads text files. Behavioral data is available as downloaded with related fMRI image files and arc provided In a

text format. Related documentation for all data will be available for download;
Investigators and Contributors: Christine Fennema (Contributing Investigator) (1), Ron Kiklnls, M.D.[2] ,

Gregory McCarthy, Ph.D,(null], Aysenll Beiger, Ph.D.(null), Bruce Rosen, M.D., Pn,D.[4] , Gary H, Glover,
Ph.D.[5] , Arthur W. Toga, Ph.D.[6], Gregory G. Brown, Ph. 0.(7), Daniel S. OLeary, Pn.D,[8) , Judy Ford,

Ph.DfllJ, Kelvin O. Lim, M.D.f9], Steven Potkin, M.D.[12)

Affiliated Institutions:

1. UCSD
2. Brigham and Womens Hospital

3. Duke University/University of North Caroll no
A. Massachusetts General Hospital

5. - Stanford University
6. University of California, Los Angeles
7. University of California, San Diego

S. University of Iowa
9. University of Minnesota
10. University of New Mexico
11. Yale University
12. University of California, Irvine
Primary Publlcatlons/Orlglnat Articles:

Figure 2.22. Publish Biomedical Informatics Research
Network Data Repository Entry Page
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• Friedman L, Stern H, Brown GG, Mathalon DH, Turner J, Glover GH, Gollub RL, Laurielio J, Um KO,

Cannon T, Greve DN, Bockholt MJ, Befger A, Mueller B, Doty MJ, He J, Wells W, Smyth P, Pieper S, Kim S,
Kublcki M/Vanflel M, Potkin SG, Test-retest and between s'te reliability In a multicenter fMRI study. Hum
Brain Mapp. 2007 Jul 17.

Funding Sources / Grant Numbers: NIH / NCRR: U24-RR021992
( DownloadI}
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Figure 2.23. Publish Biomedical Informatics Research
Network Data Repository Entry Page (Continued)

2.3.1.17 My Profile Page. This page simply contains a

portlet which display all the user information that is
stored in the portal to the current user (Figure 2.24).
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Figure 2.24. My Profile Page

2.3.1.18 Administration Page. This page displays all

the submissions that are in the system, when the admin
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Figure 2.25. Administration Page

clicks on the submission listed they are lead to an
administrative version of the submission specific overview

(Figure 2.25).
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2.3.2 Functional Requirements
All functions to be added to the BDR are detailed in

section 2.
2.3.3 Performance Requirements
The BDR will support approximately all researchers on

BIRN plus additional guest users use. The response time to

view any page should be less than three seconds when

accessing from the Internet. The response time for seeing
any result after submitting an input or query usually

should not exceed twice the length than viewing a page.

2.3.4 Logical Database Requirements
Postgres will be the primary database used for the BDR
application .

2.3.5 Design Constraints

User interfaces will comply with standard Gridsphere

UI style and format. The same look and feel will be adapted

to the BDR.
2.3.6 Software Systems Attributes

2.3.6.1 Reliability. All contents and logs shall be
generated dynamically and automatically so no human

intervention is needed. The server shall be up twenty-four

hours a day and seven days a week, with the exception that
periodical system maintenance needs to be conducted
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depending on the reliability of the hardware that the

server is deployed on. The system should handle network
packet loss smoothly. The system should not save

inconsistent data or incomplete data into the application.

2.3.6.2 Availability. The BIRN Data Repository shall
be accessible at any moment in time from the Internet.

Maintenance time should be negligible due to the common

project directory structure, In the current configuration
with three commands the server can be shutdown, reinstall
the application, and started back up again in less than a

minute. This may also be affected by the speed of the
server that the BDR is hosted on.
2.3.6.3 Security. To protect the application from
malicious attacks from guest users and existing users

extensive field validation methods will be preformed on all
user inputs to protect against SQL injection and cross-site

scripting attacks. All communication between the client and
the server will be preformed on a https protocol typically

any pages that require the use of a login will utilize this

transport protocol.

2.3.6.3.1 Maintainability. The BDR mainly
consists of Java classes, JSP pages, and Gridsphere
specific XML configuration files which very from general
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portlet descriptors XML to hibernate mapping files. Since
the BDR adheres to the basic directory and file layout for

a Gridsphere default project important configuration files
are placed into a common well known location that is easy
to locate.

2.3.6.3.2 Portability. The Server-Implementation

of BDR system shall be 100% portable since it will be
written in Java, a proven portable language. The only

determinant of how easily the BDR can be ported from a

particular architecture to another is, if the server has
the latest version of the Java Virtual Machine installed.
The Client portion of the BDR will also be 100% portable

since the system will be presented in HML pages,
JavaScript, and style sheet, which are supported by most

up-to-date Web browsers.
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CHAPTER THREE
SOFTWARE DESIGN

3.1 System Design
The BIRN Data Repository portal is built upon a

collection of various other portlet packages and Web

services to achieve its functionality.

3.1.1 System Overview
The BDR portal was built with the concept of a widely

distributed data grid collaborative project workspace in
mind. This collaborative project allows an individual who
belong to a project group to access shared data depending
on the users privileges. The BDR portal is deployed on the

Gridsphere 2.1 framework. Gridsphere enables developers to
quickly implement and deploy their third party portlets.
Gridsphere is a Java based JSR-168 complaint grid enabled
portlet framework, which was developed, by Jason Novotny,

Oliver Wehrens, and Michael Russel with initial funding
from the European Commissions Gridlab project and Germany's
D-Grid initiative [B6]. For Gridsphere to allow end-users
to make use of Grid technologies, the Grid portlets Web

application, which is also develop by the Gridsphere
development team, must be installed. Grid portlets enables
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users to upload their Grid credentials that they have

obtained from GAMA and use them to access a variety of Grid
services. The BDR portal is using a Postgres database to

persist all information that is handled by a hibernatebased persistence manager.

3.1.2 Portal Framework
The BIRN Data Repository will use the GridSphere

portal framework which is similar to the IBM WebSphere
portal model in that it's central paradigm for providing

access to resources is through a service based-

architecture. There are four main elements in the system:

Figure 3.1. Biomedical Informatics Research Network Data
Repository System Diagram
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user interface, portlets, portlet services, and the

database, see Figure 3.1.
3.1.3 Portlets
Portets define Web application components with a well
defined set of lifecycle methods much like the Java Servlet
API as well as providing a visual interface to a content of

service provider. Portlets are modular, reusable software
components that may be developed independently of the

general portal architecture and offers a specific set of

operations [BIO].

The portlets generate small fragments of

html that are gathered by the portal to be combined with
any other HTML fragments from other portlets on a
particular layout view to render the page that is displayed

to the user.
3.1.4 Portlet Services

Portlet services are designed to select the functions
provided by portlets from the services with which they need

to interact with. Portlet services provide an encapsulation
of reusable business logic that may be reused by one or
more portlets [BIO]. For the BIRN Data Repository to
function properly, it directly depends on eight services of
which three are newly created services: a submission
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manager, a specialized logging manager, and a download

tracking service.
3.1.5 User Interface
GridSphere provides an advanced user interface library

to support the development of portlets. However, it is not
widely accepted as a mainstream standard with the portlet

development community. When the Gridsphere UI Beans are
coupled with the Gridsphere's ActionPortlet model, which is
an extension of the GenericPortlet class, it greatly

reduces the complexity for the retrieval and population of
elements in request form and responses.

3.1.6 Database
The GridSphere Framework has a native support built in

for a persistence manager service, which can be configured

to run off a variety of databases, from a simple file in
memory instance to a full stand alone Oracle server. Each

of the systems three services access the database for

storage and updating of objects. The database for the BIRN

Data Repository contains 19 application specific tables
(Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.2. Biomedical Informatics Research Network Data
Repository Database Schema
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Figure 3.3. Biomedical Informatics Research Network Data
Repository Database Schema (continued)

3.1.7 Overview
The BDR portal source consists of three sub packages

(portlets, services, and servlets) under package net.birn.
All these packages where created to implement the

functionality outlined in Chapter 2.
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3.1.7.1 Package net.birn.portlets.resources
.datarepository. The data repository portlets package

contains nine portlet classes: Administration,

BDRFavorites, BDRHelp, BDRLinks, DataRepository,
NewSubmission, Submissionoverview, Submissionviewer, and
Welcome. See Figure 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7.

3.1.7.1.1 Administration Class. Administration is

a portlet class responsible for handling all the
administrative functions that a privileged user may need to

perform on a submission that is in the new submission

workflow. The initial view it presents to the administrator

is an overview of all submissions that are in various
stages of being processed.
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birn
portlets

resources
datarepository
NewSubmlssion

-GENERAL INFO : int - 0
- GEN ERALJNFO.VERIFICATION : int «= L
-ACCESSION NUM CONFIRM 1 int = 2
-HIGH-LEVEL INFO ; int - 3
-HIGH-LEVEL DATA : int = 4
-NON HUMAN DATA CONFIRM : int « 5
-submissionmanagerservice : SubmissionManagerService
+GENERAL-DATA : int = 1
+ IRB UPLOAD COMPLETE : int ** 2
+DB SELECTION COMPLETE : int - 3
+ DB UPLOAD-COMPLETE i Int - 4
+USER QUESTION : int « 5
-THANK YOU : int - 6
-IRBJNSTRUCTIONS : Int = 7
-IRB-TEMPLATE UPLOAD : int « 8
-DB INSTRUCTIONS : Int - 9
-DB-SELECT1ON : int = 10
-DB UPLOAD : int = 11
-CURATION : int - 12
-FINAL REVIEW: int - 13
-PUBLISHED : int = 14
-INITIAL IRB FILE COUNT : int - 1
-HIDDENFIELD DELIMITER : String - ‘&split;"
-USAGE„MAX_LENGTH : Integer null
-SUMMARY_MAX_LENGTH : Integer = null
-ACCESSION_CENERATOR_LENGTH : Integer = null
-ACCESSION-ASSOCIATION : String = null
-submissionservice : OldSubmissionManagerService « null
-projectsManagerService : ProjectsManagecService = null
-userlnfoService : User Informationservice = null
-ForumsManagerService : ForumsManagerService “ null
-submlsslonLog : Log Managersendee ™ null
-slmpmsgsvc : SimpleMessageService ■= new SimpIcMessageServiceO
-log : Log = LogFactory.getLog(NewSubmission,class)
-projectLog : List<String> = new ArrayLlst<String>()
+init(config : PortletConfig) : void
+newS ub mis sion (event: Action FormEve nt): void
-t-newSubmission (event: RcnderFormEvent): void
inewSubmission Controls rfevent: Action Form Eve nt): void
-startSubmissiorUevent : ActlonFormEvent): void
-generallnfoVerificatlonfevent: ActionFormEvent): void
+acc e s sion NumberConfirmati on (event: ActionFormEvent): void

Figure 3.4. Class Diagram of the Package
net.birn.portlets.resources.datarepository (Part 1)
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+accessionNumbert.ontirmation(event: Actioniormtvent): void
-highLevellnformatlonCevent: Actionform Eve nt): void
+liighLevelData(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+nonHumanDataConfirmation(event: ActionFormEvent); void
+thankYou(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+init(config : PortletConfig): void
+recoverSubmi$5ion(event: ActionFormEvent)i void
'WecoverSubmlsslontevent: RenderFormEvent): void
-marshalSubmlsslonEevent: ActionFormEvent): OldSubmission
-valid ateKey(e vent: ActionFormEvent): Boolean
+back(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+renderController(event; RenderFormEvent): void
+exitSubmission(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+uploadlmage(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+gatherCenerallnfo(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+verifyGc neral lnfo(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+updateSubmission(event: ActionFormEvent): void
-t-highLevcllnfo(event: ActionFormEvent) : void
+irblnstructlons(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+irbllpload(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+uploader(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+dblnstruct)ons(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+dbSelection(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+dbUpload(event: RenderFormEvent) : void
+dbUpload(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+generallnfo(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+verifyGenerallnfo(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+accessionNumberConfirmationtevent: RenderFormEvent): void
+highLevellnfotevent: RenderFormEvent): void
+higliLevelData(event: RenderFormEvent) : void
+nonHumanDataConfirm(event: RenderFormEvent) : void
+thankYou(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+irblnstructions(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+irbUpload<event: RenderFormEvent): void
•fdblnstrucbonsfevent: RenderFormEvent): void
•tdbSelection(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+curation(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+finalReview(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+published(event: RenderFormEvent): void
-storeSubmisslon(event: FormEvent, sub : OldSubmission); OldSubmission
-updateNonHumanData(newSub : OldSubmission, val: String): void
-creatcAccessionNumberflength : Integer): String
-setProJectListBox(event: RenderFormEvent, listBoxBcanlD : String, s : OldSubmission): void
-createProject(request: ActionRequest, newSubmission : OldSubmission): String
-write LogToProject(sub : OldSubmission, logMsg : Ust<String>): void

Welcome
+init(config : PortletConfig) : void
•+welcome(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+welcome(event: RenderFormEvent): void

BDRHelp
-t-init(config : PortletConfig): void
-t-bdrHelpfcvent: ActionFormEvent); void
+bdrHelp(evcnt: RenderFormEvent): void

Figure 3.5. Class Diagram of the Package
net.birn.portlets.resources.datarepository (Part 2)
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_____________________________ Submissionviewer____________________________
-submissionservice : OldSubmisslonManagerScrvice =■ null
+inlt(config : PortletConfig): void
+viewSubmissions(event: ActionFormEvent): void
-FvlewSubmi$sions(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+init(config : PortletConfig): void
-format5ubmlssions(event: RenderFormEvent, subList: Ust<OldSubmlssion>): Integer

____________________ Submissionoverview___________________
+GENERAL_DATA : int ° 1
+IRB UPLOAD COMPLETE : int » 2
+DB, SELECTION^ OMPLETE : int 3
+DB__UPLOAD_COMPLETE : Int « 4
+USER_QU£STiON : Int « 5
-submissionservice : OldSubmisslonManagerService »> null
-submissionLog : Log Managerservice “ null
-projectLog : List<String> « new ArrayList<String>0
-simpmsgsvc : SimpleMessageService « new SimpieMessageServiceO

+init(conflg : PortletConfig): void
+submissionOverview(event *. RenderFormEvcnt): void
+submissionOverview(event: Action Form Eve nt): void
+showSubmission(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+recoverSubmlssion(event; ActionFormEvent) i void
+setAlertPage(event: ActionFormEvent): void
4-setAlcrtPage(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+setAlert(evcrit: ActionFormEvent): void
+clearAlert(event: ActionFormEvent): void
_________________________ Administration_________________________
-submissionservice : OldSubmlssionManagerService = null
-projectsManagerService : Projects Managerservice » null
-submissionLog : Log Managerservice = null
-log : Log « Log Factory.getLog(Administration.class)
-simpmsgsvc : SimpleMessageService » new SimpieMessageServiceO

■Hnltfconfig : PortletConfig): void
+doAdniin(event: ActionFormEvent); void
+recoverSubmissionAdmin(event: ActionFormEvent): void

Figure 3.6. Class Diagram of the Package
net.birn.portlets.resources.datarepository (Part 3)
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+recover5ubmissionAdmln(event: Action Form Eve nt): void
+viewAdmin(event1 RcndcrFormEvent) : void
+adminViewSubmission(event: RenderForm Event); void
+advanceSubmission(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+printSubmlssion(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+setAlertPage(event: Action FormEvent): void
+setAlertPage(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+setAlert(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+clearAlert (event: ActionFormEvent): void
+cfearUserA1ert(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+recomendDB(event: ActionFormEvent): void
-writeToSubmissionLogtsub : OldSubmission, logMsg ; List<String>): void
DataRcpositoryPortlct2
-submissionservice ; OldSubmlssionManagcrService => null
-userlnfoService : UserinformationService = null
-downloadtracker: DownloadManagerService » null

+init(config ; PortletConfig) : void
+showRepository(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+showRepository(evcnt: RenderformEvent): void
+$ earth BDR (eve nt: ActionFormEvent): void
+displayResults(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+licenseAgreement(event: ActionFormEvent); void
+licenseAgreement(event: RenderFormEvent): void
+5howEntry(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+showEntry(cvent: RenderFormEvent): void
+goTo Download (eve nt : ActionFormEvent) : void
+goToDownload(event: RenderForm Eve nt): void
+display£rror(cvent: RenderForm Eve nt): void
BDRlnformation
+init(config : PortletConfig): void
+bdrlnformat!on(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+bdrlnformation(event: Re nd er FormEve nt): void

BDRLinks
-Hnitfconfig : PortletConfig): void
+ bdrLinks(event: ActionFormEvent): void
+bdrLinks(event: RenderFormEvent): void

Figure 3.7. Class Diagram of the Package
net.birn.portlets.resources.datarepository (Part 4)

3.1.7.1.2 BDRHelp and BDRLinks Class. BDRHelp and

BDRLinks are portlet classes that display a simple JSP file

that contains multiple links for help documentation and
important PDF files.

3.1.7.1.3 DataRepository Class. DataRepository
provides the search capabilities for the BDR.
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The browse

feature displays a simple flat file, which is included in
the portlet. For the search concept name feature, the data

repository creates an axis Web service call to submit the

search token to the Mediator Web service. Once the action
is performed it is returned to the portal as a simplified
XML node structure. These results are then marshaled into
the node object and set as a session variable so that the

portlet can render the search results in the corresponding
ISP page.

3.1.7.1.4 NewSubmission Class. The NewSubmission

class is the main portlet for this initial release of the
BDR since one of the most important features is the

publication of new datasets. With the use of the submission
manager service to persist the provided inputs, the new

submission portlet guides the user through the steps of the
submission process from general information gathering, and
collaboration project creation.

3.1.7.1.5 Submissionoverview and Submissionviewer

Classes. The Submissionoverview and Submissionviewer is a

portlet class that uses the submission manager service to
show a general overview of all submissions that belong to
that user, displays its progression, and the current state
that it is in. The submission overview portlet allows the
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user to view a detail view of the submission, this
includes: a view of the submission progression, submission

logs, user functions like resuming the submission from the

last point the user left the workflow off at.
3.1.7.1.6 Welcome Class. Welcome is a simple

portlet class that only displays a flat text file to the
user at login.
3.1.7.2 Package net.birn.services.resources

.datarepository. The datarepository services package
contains all the main portlet services and base java

objects that are used by the system. See Figure 3.8 through
Figure 3.15.
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Imp!

__________________ OldSubmissionManagcrScrvicelmpI__________________

_________________ Downloadlmpl_________________

-msg : String = null

-oid : String

-log : Log « LoqFactflry.getLog (OidSubmission ManagerServicelmp I .class)

-parentld : String

-pm : PerslstenceManaqerRdbms « null__________________________________

-creationTime : Long
-email: String

+in it (config : PortletServiceConfig): void

-IpAddress: String

+destroyO : void

-attributes : Map « newHashMapQ______________

+saveSubmlssion(submission : OidSubmission): void

+getSubmissionByid(submissionlD : String) ; OidSubmission

+getOidO: String

+deleteSubmission(submission ; OidSubmission): void

>setOid[oid : String): void

+getSubmis5ionsByProjectMembership(); Ust<OldSubmission>

+get Parent Id 0 , String

+getSubmisslonsByOwnefld(ownerld : String): List<OldSubmission>

+sctParentld(parentld : String) : void

-queryD8Ust(ds : Class, condition : String): List

+getCreationTimeO; Long

-queryDB(cls : Class, condition : String) : Object

+setCreationTime(creationTlme : Long): void

-t-isExistingAccessionNumberCaccesslonNumber; String): Boolean

+getEmailO : String

+gctSubmissionsO: List<OldSubmisslon>

+set Email (email : String); void
+getlpAddressO : String

+setlpAddress(IpAddress : String); void
Log ManagcrServiccim pl

+getAttrlbutesO : Map

-log : Log ° Log Factory, qetLoq(LoqManaqerScrvicelmpI.class)

+setAttributes(attributes : Map): void

-pm : PcrsistenceManagerRdbms ° null______________________

+getAttdbute(name : String): Object

+lnit(config : PortletServiceConfig) : void

*setAttribute(name : String, value : String) ’ void

+destroyO: void

+getAttributeNamesO: Enumeration

+add(parentld : String, msg : String): void

+getAttributeVa!uesO: Enumeration

+getAtl(parentld : String): LI stcLog Entry>
+get(iogEnlryld : String): LogEntry

+delcte(logid : String): void
+delete8yParentld(parentld : String): void

+getMostRecent(parentld : String): LogEntry

-deleteCe : LogEntry): void
-savefe ; LogEntry): void

-queryDBList(ds ; Class, condition ' String): List

-queryDQfcls : Class, condition : String): Object

<<lncerface>>

Download ManagerServicelm pl
-log : Log " Log Factory. qetLog(Down load Man aqerServicelmpl.class)

LogManagcrService
+add (log Entry : Log Entry): void

-pm : PerslstenceManaqerRdbms =• null

+getAil(parentld : String): List<LogEn(ry>

+intt (PortletServiceConfig : PortletServiceConfig): void

+add(parentld: String, msg : String): void

4destroy0 : void

+delete(logld: String): void

+save(newEvent: Download): void

+deleteBySubmission(parentld : String): void

+delete(downloadld : String): void

+get(lagEntrytd: String): LogEntry

-deictefnewEvcnt: Download) ; void

+deleteByParentid(parentld : String): void

•+ d ele te All ByParent Id (parentld : String): void

+getMostRecent(parentld : Siring): LogEntry

-tgetDownloadCoid : String): Download

+getAl!(parentld : String): Lis t< Download >

Figure 3.8. Class Diagram of the Package
net.birn.services.resources.datarepository.impl
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Figure 3.9. Class Diagram of the Package
net.birn.services.resources.datarepository.impl (Continued)
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______________ SubmissionManagcrServiceException______________

+SubmissionManagerServiceException(msg : String)
+SubmissionManagerServiceException(msg : String, cause : Throwable)
+SubmissionManagerServiceException(cause : Throwable)
_______________ LogManagerService Exception______________

-t-LogManagerServiceException(msg : String)
-t-LogManagerServiceException(nisg : String, cause : Throwable)
+ LogManagerServiceException(cause : Throwable)

______________ DownloadManagerServiceException______________
+ DownloadManagerServiceException(msg : String)
4-DownloadManagerServiceException(msg : String, cause :Throwable)
+DownloadManagerServiceException(cause : Throwable)
_________________ SimpleMessageService _______________
+createErrorMessage(evt : FormEvent, text: String) : void
+createSuccessMessage(evt : FormEvent, text: String) : void
_________________ Log Entry_________________
-logId : String
-parentld : String
-creationstamp : Long
-message : String
+getLogldO : String
+setLogld(1ogld : String) : void
•tgetParentldO : String
+setParentld (parentld : String) : void
+getCreationStampO : Long
+setCreationStamp(creationStamp : Long) : void
+getMessage() : String
+setMessage(message : String) : void
__________________ DAOBase__________________

fflog: Log
#pm : PersistenceManagerRdbms

#queryDB(cls : Class, condition : String): Object
#queryDBUst(cfs : Class, condition : String): List

Figure 3.10. Class Diagram of the Package
net.birn.services.resources.datarepository.impl (Concluded)
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UploadEvent

Document

'eventld: String
-timestamp; Long
'description: String
-attribute
'subld ; String
~docs . Set<Document> « new HashSet<Documcnt>0

-documentld : String
-data: byte[)
-description : String
-documentTypei String
-size: Long
-creationstamp: Long
-name: String
-parcntld
'id : String
'title: String
'extension : String
+getld(): String
+5Cdd(id : String): void
+getTitlcO : String
+setTitle(titlc : String): void
+gctExtensionO : String
+setExtension(docExtension : String): void
•i-getDataO; byte t)
+setData(docData : byte El) : void
-FtoStrlngO : String
±equals(o : Object): boolean
+hashCodcO: int

+UploadEvent()
+getEventldO : String
+setEventld(eventld . String): void
+getSubldO : String
+setSubld(subld : String): void
+getTlmestampO : Long
+setTimestamp(timestamp Long): void
+getDescriptionO : String
+setDescriptlon(description : String): void
+getDocsO : Set<Document>
+setOocs(docs : Sct<Document>): void
+addlrbDocument(doc : Document): void
+get Do
String): Document
+toStriri^(P*aSfrfhtftitutionList

* docs
*

Affiliatcdlnstltution

-name: String
-url: String
-affillatedlnstitutionlD: String
-affiliatedlnstitutionld : String__________________________
■+getAffiliated!nstitutionld() : String
+setAffiliatcdlnstitutlonld(affiliatedlnstllucionld : String): void
+getName(): String
+setName(name t String): void
+getUrlO: String
+setUrl(url : String) : void
+ toStingO: String

Fundingsource

-fundingSourcelD : String
-sourceName: String
-grantNumber; String
+getFundlngSourcelDO : String
+setFundlngSourcelO(fundingSourcclD : String): void
+getSourceNamcO: String
4-setSourceName(sourccName : String); void
+getCrantNumberO : String
4-setCrantNumber(grantNumber: String): void
-HoStringO : String

_________________ Node________________
-ontolName: String
-ontollD: String
-relationName : String
-fieldName : String
-value : String
-fieldTypc : String
-source : String
-conceptname : String
+getOntolName() : String
+setOntolName(ontolName : String); void
+getOntollDQ : String *
+setOntollD(ontollD : String) : void
+ getRclationNameO : String
+setRelatlonName(re!ationName : String) .void
-t-getHcldNameO : String
+ setFieldName(fieldName : String): void
-tgetValucO : String
+setValuc(value : String): void
+getfieldTypcO •' String
+setrieldType(fieidType : String): void
+getSourceO ■ String
+setSource(source : String). void
-tgctConceptnamcO : String
+setConceptname(conceptname : String): void
+equals(o : Object): boolean
+hashCodeo: int
+toStringO : String

Figure 3.11. Class Diagram Of The Package
net.birn.services.resources.datarepository
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AdminAlert
-subjd : String
-adminAlertCode : integer
-adminAlertMessage : String
-alertTime : Long
-freeze : Boolean

+AdminAlert()
+Ad min Alert (code : Integer, freeze : Boolean, msg : String)
+getSub_idO : String
+setSub_ld(sub_id : String): void
igetAdminAlertCodeO : Integer
+setAdminAlertCode£adminAlertCode : Integer): void
+getFree2e() : Boolean
+setrreeze(freeze : Boolean) : void
+getAdminAlertMessageO : String
+setAdmlnAlertMessage(adminAlertMessage : String): void
+getAlertTime() : Long
+setAlertTIme(alertTime : Long): void
+toString(): String
+equals(o : Object): boolean
+hashCodeO : int
_________________Publication_______________
-publicationlD : String
-citation : String
-id : String
-idType : String

+setPublicationlD(publlcationlD : String) : void
+getCitation(): String
+setCltation(citation : String): void
+getld() - String
+setld(id : String) : void
+getldType(): String
+setIdType(idType : String) : void
+getPublicatlonlD() : String
+equals(o : Object)boolean
+hashCodeO : int
+toString() : String

_______________ Sponsor______________

-sponsorlD : String
-name : String
+gctSponsorlD{): String
+setSponsorlD(spon5orlD : String): void
+getNameO: String
+setName(name : String): void
+toString(): String

________________ Investigator________________

-investigatorlD : String
-name : String
-email : String
+getlnvestigatorlDO : String
+getNameO : String
■bsetlnvestigatorlDfinvestigatorlD : String): void
+setName(name : String): void
+getEmailQ : String
+setEmail(cmail : String): void
+toString() : String

Figure 3.12. Class Diagram Of The Package
net.birn.services.resources.datarepository (Continued)
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OldSubmission

-submissionld : String
-creationstamp : Long
-stage : integer
-priority : Integer
-ownerld : String
-title : String
-summary : String
-existingProject: Boolean = false
-projectID : String
-primaryContact: String
-primaryContactEmail: String
-accessionNumber : String
-principallnvestigator : String
-principallnvestigatorEmail: String
-organization : String
-phoneNumber: String
-sampleSize : Integer
-gender: String
-ageRangeLow : Integer
-ageRangeHigh : Integer
-ageRangeMetric : String
-selectedDatabase : String
-alert: Boolean = false
-alertMessage : String
-usage : String
-attributes : Map ~ new HashMapO
-screenshot: Set<Document> = new HashSet<Document>()
-recomendedDatabase : String
-adminAlerts : Set<AdminAlert> = new HashSet<AdminAlert>()
-representedDlagnosticGroups : Set<String> » new HashSet<String>0
-dataTypes : Set<String> ~ new HashSet<String>()
-imageTypes : Set<String> = new HashSet<String>()
-keywordList: Set<String> = new HashSet<String>()
-investigatorList: Set<lnvestigator> = new HashSet<lnvestigator>0
-fundingSourceList: Set<FundingSource> - new HashSet<FundlngSource>0
-affiliatedlnstitutionList *. Set<AffilIatedlnstitution> = new HashSet<Affiliatedlnstitution>0
-sponsorLlst: Set<Sponsor> - new HashSet<Sponsor>()
-publicationList: Set<Publication> = new HashSet<Publication>0
-additionalPublicationList: Set<Publicatlon> = new HashSet<Publication>0
-irbUploads : Set<UploadEvent> = new HashSet<UploadEvent>()
+getSubmissionldO : String
+setSubmissionld(submissionld : String): void
+getCreationStamp(): Long
+setCreationStamp(creationStamp : Long): void
+getStageO : Integer

Figure 3.13. Class Diagram of the Class net.birn.services.
resources.datarepository.OldSubmission (Part 1)
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+getStageO : Integer
+setStage(stage : Integer): void
-MncreaseStageO : void
+decreaseStageO : void
+getPriority(): Integer
+setpriority (priority : Integer): void
+getOwnerldO : String
+setOwnerld(ownerld : String): void
+getTitleO : String
+setTitle(title : String) : void
+getSummary(): String
+setSummary(summary : String): void
+getExistingProjectO : Boolean
+setExistingProject(existingProject: Boolean): void
+getProjectlDQ : String
+setProjectlD(projectlD : String): void
+getPrimaryContact(): String
+5etPrimaryContact(primaryContact: String): void
+getPrimaryContactEmailO : String
+setPrimaryContactEmaiKprimaryContactEmail: String) : void
+getAccessionNumberO : String
+setAccessionNumber(accessionNiimber: String): void
+getPrincipallnvestigatorO : String
4-setPrincipallnvestigator(principallnvestigator: String): void
+getPrincipallnvesdgatorEmailO : String
+setPrincipallnvestigatorEmail(principallnvestigatorEmail: String): void
+getOrganizationO: String
+setOrganization(organization : String): void
+getPhoneNumber() : String
•bsetPhoneNumberfphoneNumber: String): void
4-getSampleSizeO : Integer
+setSampleSize(sampleSize : Integer): void
+getGender(): String
+setGender(gender: String): void
+getAgeRangeLow(): Integer
+setAgeRangeLow(ageRangeLow : Integer): void
+getAgeRangeHigh() : Integer
+setAgeRangeHigh(ageRangeHigh : Integer): void
+setAgeRangeMetric(ageRangeMetric : String): void
+getSelectedDatabaseO: String
+setSele,ctedDatabase(selected Database : String): void
+getAlertO: Boolean
+setAlert(alert: Boolean): void
+getAlertMessage(): String
+setAlertMessage(alertMessage : String) : void
+getScreenshotO : Set<Document>
+setScreenshot(screenshot : Set<Document>): void
.

4 *.0 - — - .•» . .. J ..J

fc - L . . . A .

_

Figure 3.14. Class Diagram of the Class net.birn.services.
resources.datarepository.OldSubmission (Part 2)
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+setScreenshot(screenshot: Set<Document>): void
+getRecomendedDatabase() : String
+setRecomendedDatabase(recomendedDatabase : String): void
+getAdminAlertsO : Set<AdminAlert>
+setAdminAlerts(admlnAlerts: Set<AdminAlert>): void
+addAdminAlert(adminAlert: AdminAlert): void
+removeAdminAlert(timestamp : String): void
+isFrozen(): Boolean
+hasAlert(code : Integer): Boolean
+getRepresentedDiagnosticGroupsO : Set<String>
+setRepresentedDiagnosticGroups(representedDiagnosticGroups : Set<String>): void
+addToRepresentedDiagnosticGroups(dg : String): void
+removeFromRepresentedDiagnosticGroups(dg : String): void
+getDataTypesO : Set<String>
+setDataTypes(dataTypes : Set<String>): void
+addToDataTypes(dt: String): void
+removeFromDataTypes(dt: String): void
+getlmageTypesO : Set<String>
+setlmageTypes(imageTypes : Set<String>): void
+addTolmageTypes(it: String): void
+removeFromlmageTypes(it: String): void
+getKeywordList(): Set<String>
+setKeywordList(keywordList: Set<String>): void
+clearKeywordListO : void
+removeFromKeywordList(oldword : String): void
+addToKeywordList(keyword : String): void
+getUsage() : String
+setUsage(usage : String): void
+getAttrlbutesO : Map
+setAttributes(attributes : Map): void
+getAttribute(name : String): Object
+setAttribute(name : String, value : String): void
+getAttributeNamesO : Enumeration
+getAttributeValuesO : Enumeration
+getlnvestigatorList(): Set<lnvestigator>
+setlnvestigatorList(investigatorList : Setclnve$tigator>): void
+addlnvestigatior(inv : Investigator): void
+deletelnvestigator(name : String, email : String): void
+getFundingSourceListO : Set<FundingSource>
4-setFundingSourceList(fundingSourceList : Set<FundingSource>): void
+addFundingSource(fs : Fundingsource): void
+deleteFundingSource(name : String, number: String): void
+getAffiliatedlnstitutionListO : Set<Affiliatedlnstitution>
+setAffiliatedlnstitutionList(affiliated!nstitutionList: Set<Affiiiated Institutions) : void
+addAffiliatedlnstitution(al: Affiliatedlnstitution): void

Figure 3.15. Class Diagram of the Class net.birn.services.
resources.datarepository.OldSubmission (Part 3)
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+setAffiliatedlnstitutlonList(affiliatedlnstitutionList: Set<Affiliatedlnstitution>): void
+addAffiliatedlnstitution(ai : Affiliatedlnstitution) : void
+deleteAffiliatedlnstitution(narne : String, url : String) : void
+getSponsorListO : Set<Sponsor>
+setSponsorList(sponsorList: Set<Sponsor>): void
+addSponsor(s : Sponsor): void
+deleteSponsor(name : String): void
+getAgeRangeMetricO : String
+getPublicationUst(): Set<Pub!ication>
+setPublicationList(publicationList: Set<Publication>): void
+addPublication(pub ; Publication): void
+deletePublication(citation : String, id : String, type : String): void
+getAdditionalPublicationList() : Set<Publication>
+setAdditionalPublicationList(additionalPublicationList: Set<Publication>): void
+addAdditionalPublicationList(pub : Publication): void
+deleteAdditionalPublicationList(citation : String, id : String, type : String): void
+getlrbUploadsO : Set<UploadEvent>
+setlrbUploads(irbUploads : Set<llploadEvent>): void
+addUploadEvent(ue : Upload Event): void
+getUploadEvent(uploadEventTimeStafnp : String): UploadEvent
+getMostRecentUploadEvent(): UploadEvent
-f-equals(o : Object): boolean
+hashCode(): int
+toStringQ : String

Figure 3.16. Class Diagram of the Class net.birn.services.
resources.datarepository.OldSubmission (Part 4)

3.1.7.2.1 SubmissionManagerService Interface.

SubmissionManagerService is the interface to the
net.birn.services.resources.datarepository.impl.Submission

ManagerServicelmpl implementation of the submission data

access object, which utilized the Gridsphere persistence
manager to access the BDR database.

3.1.7.2.2 OldSubmission Class. This is the main
object class which is used by the submission workflow and
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administration to represent a current submission in
progress. Affiliatedlnstitution, Publication, Sponsor,

Investigator, Fundingsource are all sub-component objects,
which are mainly kept as a list in the submission object.

The UploadEvent class is used to categorize each individual
IRB upload event other than containing some basic

descriptive information. It also contains a list of the
Document type. Each of these entries represents an

individual document and its data.
3.1.7.2.3 Node Class. The Node object is a

generic class that was created to hold the query results
from the axis call to the Mediator Web services. When

search capabilities where extracted from the system into
another project, this code become inactive and is currently
legacy code.

3.1.7.3 Package net.birn.servlets.bdr. BDRFileServlet
is a servlet, which enables the user or administrator to

download a file directly from the database just as if it

where on the servers file system.
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CHAPTER FOUR
QUALITY ASSURANCE AND TESTING

4.1 Introduction
Software quality assurance encompasses the monitoring
and improvement of the quality of and adherence to software

product standards, processes, and procedures. This
particular section focused on using software testing to
evaluate the fulfillment of requirements of the system.

4.2 Unit Testing
Unit tests are the first step of the software testing

process. It is a procedure used to validate that the
individual units of the source code are working properly.

Table 4.1. Report of Biomedical Informatics Research
Network Data Repository Unit Test
Category

Test objective

Source Code

Result

Hibernate

XML validation

Hibernate.properties

Pass

configuration

based on

net.birn.services.resources.

Pass

corresponding

DTD.

Java bean

Properties
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Classes

getter and

datarepository package

setters

Validation

Performs

net.birn.services.resources.

Classes

correct

utilities.validation package

Pass

validation

tasks and

throws
exception on

failures.
Portlet

XML validation,

net.binr.protlets.resources.

configuration

correct

datarepository

installation

package and portlet.xml

Pass

and rendering
of the portlets

when deployed
to Gridshpere

JSP page

Page content is

All jsp pages included under

displayed

webapp/jsp directory and all

correctly

of its sub-directories.

Pass

Links working
as expected

Servlet

Sends a file to

BDRFileServlet.j ava

the browser via
http
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Pass

4.3 Integration Test
Most of the functionalities in BDR are provided by

integration of some of the individual components. Due to

abundance of input from the client on the user interface of
the BIRN Data Repository a black-box top-down method was

adopted for the integration testing of features. The test

report is shown in the table below. The integrated
components with the tested functions are listed. All the
integration tests where completed successfully.

Table 4.2. Report of Biomedical Informatics Research
Network Data Repository Integration Test
Test Components

Test Objactive

Result

Submission

Handles all data accesses to the database

Pass

Manager Service

for a particular submission object.

Collaboration

Create a new collaboration project space,

functionality

access existing list of BIRN projects;

Pass

modify attributes and properties of the

project.

Submission

Displays the correct jsp file in the

workflow

required specific order of the workflow

rendering

process.

BDR File Servlet

Sends a buffered byte stream to the

browser as a file
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Pass

Pass

4.4 System Test
This section tests the whole system that is created by

integrating all the components to fulfill all the
functionalities of the BDR. These functions include: All
the functions are tested and passed successfully, as shown

in the following table.

Table 4.3. Report of Biomedical Informatics Research
Network Data Repository System Test for User Functions
System test for Data Contributor and Data Consumer functions
Function

Test objective

Result

Creating User

Correct configuration for integration

Pass

with existing GAMA web services
Create

Correct configuration and integration

Submission

with existing SRB, correct workflow, and

Pass

error handling
Search by

Correct implementation, configuration

Concept Name

and integration with mediator web

Pass

services.
Upload IRB

Fulfill requirements of uploading

Documentation

corresponding IRB documentation and

Pass

information when human derived data is

present
Leave Feedback

Communicate user experiences to the BDR
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Pass

administrators for suggestions on
improved functionality
Obtain Help

View Help topics that have been compiled

Pass

together
Accept the

When a guest user clicks on a download

"Terms of Use"

button for a entry they are presented a

agreement

simple form to accept the terms of use

Pass

to continue to the download

Browse BDR

View a comprehensive listing of the data

Entries

sets that have been published to the

Pass

BIRN Data Repository

Table 4.4. Report for Systems Test for Administrative
Functions
System tests for Administrative functions and shared Data contributor
functions

Function

Test Objective

Result

Create Message

Create simple notification for the

Pass

Correspondence

data contributor

Control Submission

Clear system notifications of data

Status

contributor actions; remove locking

Pass

to allow movement of submission

Control submission

Advance a submission to next stage
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Pass

progression

or back to the proceeding stage of

submission workflow
View BDR Submission

View a comprehensive report of all
the information provided by the data

contributor
View Detailed

View detailed information from a

Information from a

completed stage

Pass

stage
View Overall

View a graphical representation in

Submission Progress

the Admin - submission specific

Pass

overview page of the progress of the
submission through the workflow
View Uploaded IRB

View a summary of the documents

Documentation

uploaded by the data contributor in

Pass

the Admin submission specific
overview and download these
documents to view the content

View message

View messages that have been created

Correspondence

by the data contributor

Publish Data

Make the submission available to the

Submission

public for viewing and download
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Pass

Pass

4.5 Test Samples
In this section, samples of test cases are shown
individually.

4.5.1 Creation of Biomedical Informatics Research Network
Data Repository Submission
1. Click the 'Create Submission' sub tab

2. In the Create Submission portlet click the 'Begin
New Submission' button (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1. Launch Page For Beginning A New Submission
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3. Enter submission title, description, and primary
contact information. If the data is related to an

existing project please select the 'yes' radio
button the project from the drop down menu (Figure

4.2). Check the checkbox to indicate that the terms
and conditions have been reviewed, and then click

the Next button.
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-----------------------------------------------■.--------- :------------------- :----------------------------- - -----------------------------

Please provide submission title, study description, keywords that describe your data, and agree to the terms and

requirements outlined in the BDR Data Contributor’s Agreement. You may also designate someone else as a Primary

Contact.
’ Required Helds

bywords:]------------------------------------------------------• Select at least 3 keywords that best describe your data:
Which dictionary would you like to use? f~BIRNLex tp

j
I

Search
Keywords:

Note: Please wait while the ontology loads
U neglected!

©

(RJNS-phenyllsopropyladenosine
11-dehydro-lhromboxane B2

129
(Add >> )

129Pl/ReJ

129P3/J
129P3/JEmsJ

( << Remove)

129P4/RrR<j
129Sl/SvtmJ
129S6/SvEvTac

129T2/5v£ms

■(Add)

Don't see all or the keywords you like? Add more of your own.

^Contact ^fofK^lpnj}Name of Contributing

Investigator:

E-mail of Contributing
Investigator:

Laurence Bohannan

bohannan@ncmir.ucsd.edu

Institutlon/Organization: UCSD BIRN-CC

Phone Number:

858 822*0718

Name of Primary

Contact
(if different from

Contributing

r

Investigator):

Primary Contact e-mail: |

{Pr6ject)lnfon7iation7|-------------------;——----- ---------------------------------------------------—--------------------------------------------------• Is this study related to an existing submission or BIRN project? (if 'Yes' please select the project from the list below)

®No/

OYesf_

_____ "i____ .......................... ~____ ’

_____

_

Figure 4.2. Launch New Submission
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’......

4. The system verifies that the information you have

provided is correct (Figure 4.3).

(instjettons; Pogo 2 of. 7{----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- >
Please verify the Information you have provided for accuracy. To make changes, dick Edit Information. Once you have verified the information, dick

Launch Submission

j

to proceed.

• Required Fields

~------------------------------------—
Submission Title: This is the example submission title

Study Description / Abstract:
The is the example Descripion it can be very long in length.
Keywords: Insula
C3HeB/FeJ
Anterior ascending limb of lateral sulcus
Alveus
Accessory medullary lamina
Taxon
Pericentral nucleus of inferior colliculus
Contributing Investigator: Laurence Bohannon

Contributing Investigator e-mail: boihanlOl ©yaboo.com
Organization: Blm CC

Phone Number:

Primary Contact: John Doe
Primary Contact e-mail: John©iest.c»m.
Related to an existing BIRN project; No

Launch Submission]

Edit Information |

Figure 4.3. High Level Information Verification

5. The new submission portlet creates a collaborative

workspace and displays to the user a uniquely
created accession number. The new BDR submission has
been launched to proceed click 'Continue'
4.4) .
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(Figure

This Is the example submission title
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------You have successful Initiated sharing your data through the BIRN Data Repository (BDR).

Your submission has been assigned the following BDR Accession Number, which will be used to identify your data within the BDR and when used by
others:

200B-BDR-QTOTP

You, and if specified, your Primary Contact, will receive an e?mail acknowledging your recent activity and your BDR Portal Account(s) will be updated under
My Submissions.

To resume your submission at a later time, you, or your specified Primary contact [who may now take over this submission from their own QDR Portal
Account] may return to the BDR Portal to login. Once logged in, under My Submissions, dick on this submission. In the Submission Specific
Overview window, choose Continue Submission, on the right panel, to resume. Detailed Instructions are available for additional guidance, in the

left panel of create Submission,

Whats Next?
Please Describe Your Data in the following pages.

Continue |

Figure 4.4. Accession Number Confirmation

4.5.2 Upload of Internal Review Board Documents

1. View IRB Instructions and then move to next page.

2. Enter the description.
3. Enter multiple files to be uploaded to the BDR.

Select the file location in the Browse button, the
extension from the option menu, and the title for

each entry (Figure 4.5).
4. Click the submit button (Figure 4.6).
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This is the example submission title
■{jjstroetfbn&|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Under Documentation Upload, please Provide: a description of the file(s) to be uploaded, title,file type, and file, Click on Add More Files to load
additional files under the same description;, then dick on Submit lo send them to the BDR,

2. Repeat step 1, for additional fiie(s) under a different description, as needed.
3. When ALL the necessary files for 1RB approval have been submitted and your documentation is complete, dick on Notify BOR of Comppletion.

Submit [

Notify BDR of Completion ]

Back ]

Figure 4.5. Internal Review Board Upload Before Submit
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5

This is the example submission title

1. Under Documentation Upload/ptease Provide: a description ot the file(s) to be uploaded, title,file type, and File, Click on Add More Fites to toad
additional files under the same description; then click on Submit to send them to the BOR;

2. Repeat step 1, for additional flle(s) under a different description, as needed.
3. When ALL the necessary files for IRB approval have been submitted and your documentation is complete, dick on Notify BDR of Compplction.

-{Sutimltted'i^jrnentatiofr}------

i

Time: May 8, 2008 12:37:14 AM

Descrlptjom^—i—M
This is the description

This Is file one

pdf

This is file four

tiff

This is We three

Jpeg

di

V'
A

Notify BDR of Completion |

Back |

Figure 4.6. After Completion of the Internal Review Board
Document Upload, this is Displayed

4.5.3 Error Handling
There are three main types of errors that can occur in
the BIRN Data Repository; uncompleted required field,

invalid input, and improperly formatted inputs. All user-

supplied fields may undergo any sort of combination of
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error handling for the three previous cases; all error

handling is preformed on the server. For simplicity the
three examples, one for each case of error handling, are
shown below.

4.5.3.1 Required Field Error Handling - Launch New
Submission. When a field that is required does not contain

Submission Tme is

Riquiaio nno.

a

Please provide submission title, study description, keywords that describe your data, and read the Data Contributor's Agreement You may also
designate someone else as a
■ Required Fields

* Submission Title:

Primary Contact

[

* Study Descripton / Abstract (Maximum of 5000 characters):

“ Select at least 3 keywords that best describe your data:
Which dictionary would you like to use? | BIRNLex

Search Keywords:

I

Selected}-

p

Abduce ns nerve fibers
Abduce ns nucleus
Accessory medullary lamina
Accessory nerve fiber bundle

Add >> 1

Alveus
Amniota

LA

Amygdala
Angular gyrus

Annectant gyrus
Anterior ascending limb Of lateral sulcus

<< Remove |

I
I
J

Don't see ail of the keywords you like? Add more of your own. ["

Figure 4.7. Error Handling on a Required Field, Submission
Title
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any value, an error message is set for the next page

rendering See Figure 4.7.

4.5.3.2 Invalid Input Error Handling ~ Launch New
Submission. When an illegal character is entered as the

value of a text field, an error is not reported to the

user, instead a cleaning method strips out the illegal
characters and enters it in the equivalent HTML code for
that corresponding character. This improves the security of
the system without compromising the usability; in the
following example a simple JavaScript insertion

demonstrates this feature (Figure 4.8). The string is
displayed correctly on the following information

Please provide submission title, study description, keywords that describe your data, and read the Data Contributor's Agreement, You may also

designate someone else as a Primary Contact
• Required Fields

* Submission Title:

|< script lype-’iext/javascript** alert ('hello’); < /script >

* Study Descripion / Abstract (Maximum of 4976 characters):

This is the description.

Figure 4.8. Invalid Input - Launch New Submission
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verification page (Figure 4.9), however the string is

encoded to display correctly the HTML characters (Figure
4.10) .

Ptease verify the information you have provided for accuracy. To make changes, dick Edit Information. Once you have verified the information, dick
Launch Submission to proceed.
' Required Fields

■[N ew Submission in formation VerifiedtJon j]-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Submission We: <script type^-text/javascript's* alert('helto’); </scrlpt>

Study Description / Abstract:

This is the description,
'Keywords: Alveus

Amnioto
Amygdala
Contributing Investigator: Laurence Bohannan
Contributing Investigator e-mail: bohannan@ncmlr.ucsd.edu
Organization: UCSD 01RN-CC

Phone Number: 858 822-0718

Primary Contact:
Primary Contact e-mail;

Related to an existing BIRN project: No

launch Submission [

Edit Information |

Figure 4.9. Invalid Input - New Submission Information
Verification
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<fieldsetxlegend>New Submission Information Vert fiction :</legend>
ctobte class=',portlet-frame">
<tr class-"portlet-section-alternate">
<td style=”width:Z0%" align="right">Submission Title</td>
<tdxspan dir="ltr" class=>l,portlet-msg-info">&lt;script type=l,text/javascript"&gt;
alert( ’ hello ’); &lt; /script&gt; </spanx/td>
</tr>

Figure 4.10. Source Code for the Submission Title Section
of the Table Figure 4.9

4.5.3.3 Improperly Formatted Error Handling - Launch
Submission. When a string value is entered as a value but

does not conform to a specific pattern, an error message

will be displayed. For instance, the in email field, the
string value must strictly adhere to a set pattern (Figure

4.11 and Figure 4.12).

------------Name of Contributing

Investigatory

E-mail of Contributing

Investigator:

Laurence Bohannan

boti an n an ®> n cmlr. ucsd.edu

Organization:

UCSD BIRN-CC '

Phone Number:

858 822-0718

Name of Primary Contact
(if different than Contributing
investigator):

Primary Contact e-mail:

[test©@test,com

Figure 4.11. Improperly Formatted - Launch Submission with
Malformed Email Value
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Please provide submission title, study description, keywords that describe your data, and read the Data Contributor's Agreement. You may also
designate someone else as a Primary Contact.
• Required Fields

Figure 4.12. Improperly Formatted - Launch Submission with
Error Message
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CHAPTER FIVE
MAINTENANCE AND USER MANUAL

5.1 Maintenance Manual
This section contains all the structures and

directories of files including source code, object codes as

well as documentations. It also contains instructions on
how to build and reinstall the software.

5.1.1 Directory Organization

Under the BDR directory, the file system structure

adheres to the typical Gridsphere project model. There are
two build files (build.properties and build.xml) and three

subdirectories (lib, src, and webapp):

1. /src: This directory contains all the Java source code
that generates the portlets, servlets and other Java

classes that are unique to BDR.
2. /lib: This is the general package library that

contains all nonstandard required jars that are not
contained in any other packages. There is usually only
four files in this directory all of which are required
for axis Web service calls.

3. /webapps: This directory contains several sub
directories, most of these directories (html,
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javascript, and pdf) contain just flat files, the /jsp
sub directory contains all the jsp files of the

package. The WEB-INF sub directory contains all the
necessary files to configure the portlet to run on the

Gridsphere framework and the Gridsphere persistence
manager service, which utilizes hibernate.
5.1.2 Installing and Re-Compiling of the
Biomedical Informatics Research Network Data
Repository Portal on a Tomcat Server
The BDR portal does not adhere to the typical
preferred method of installation for portlets, deployable

WAR files, due to the extensive dependencies of the portal

on other portlets and middleware. These installation

instructions assume the user has already installed a
functional GAMA Web service, SRB server, and Postgres

database. The installation of these systems goes beyond the
scope of this document. In order to install the BDR portal

it must be deployed along with the Gridsphere 2.1.X portal
framework with several other portlet packages and run

within a servlet container.

This section will describe

using Tomcat 5.5 as the execution environment. Deploying to

other servlet containers will be specific to each
container. Please refer to the user manual for your

particular servlet container of choice.
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1. Download the most recent version of Tomcat 5.5, for
this installation we are using 5.5.26. Also download
the corresponding JDK 1.4 compatibility pack for

installation.

2. Unpack both of these packages to your Tomcat home

directory, and set environmental variable for
CATALINA_HOME to the correct path.
3. Checkout the most recent release of GS 2.1.X from the

Gridsphere SVN server to a separate directory, since
this is the source it doesn't have to be a Tomcat

subdirectory. This will be referred to as GS_HOME in

the rest of the instructions

(https://svn.gridsphere.org/gridsphere/branches/GRIDSP

HERE 2 1 X/)
4. Create a subdirectory under GS_HOME named "projects".
5. Checkout the most recent release of Gridportlets 1.2.X

from the Gridsphere SVN server to a newly created sub

directory of the GS_HOME/projects directory.
(https://svn.gridsphere.org/gridportlets/branches/GRID

PORTLETS 1 2/)
6. Repeat the previous step of downloading the package
and placing it in a newly created sub directory under

GS_HOME/projects. Perform this step for each portlet
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package: gama, birnsiteinfo, srbportlets, bluesquid,
bdr, and bdrportal.

7. If using anything other than the default hibernate

HSQL rational database system

(ie. Postgres) go ahead

and create a user and an empty database. Make sure the

user has appropriate rights to access the database.
Edit the. corresponding hibernate.properties files in

Gridsphere and each project to use the appropriate
database JDBC jar file combination.

8. Once all packages have been placed under the

GS_HOME/projects directory in their corresponding sub

directories we can begin to build the project. This is
done by going to the GS_HOME directory and issuing the

command "ant install."
9. Repeat this step for each portlet package in the

projects directory in the following order:
Gridportlets, BIRNsite Info, GAMA, SRB portlets,

bluesquid, and BDR. The last package to be installed
is that of the BDR portal. To do this, type the

command "ant deploy-bdrportal."

10.

Startup your servlet container and point your

browser to http://<IPaddress>:<port>/gridsphere
/gridsphere, there you will see the initial account
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creation page for the administrator to create an admin

account if the database had no entries in it.
5.2 User Manual
This section contains the user manual to guide the
user to use the service properly.

5.2.1 Browsing Biomedical Informatics Research Network Data
Repository Entries
The browse function of the BDR is exposed to the

public; this is available through the 'Browse BDR' sub tab.

- ’^SUSE ■

z birNoatar^

Logout
Welcome, Laurence
Bohannon

■ 6ORi|| Collaboration |l Layout It Administration ;l Accounts , Help i_-,,

; My Accou nt jg My, Submissions Overview ^Create Submission gjj;

■;

HyProtiie ». Helpy Ad ml n~-

.7a l

o

ii-SDeteted Overview o' My Submissions

{in'Pr&gressl-

Currently Available Data
The BDR Is a sustainable archive of data generated by the biomedical research community. Data housed in tee

- JiStettis Alerts

Function BIRN Neuroimaging
Calibration Study Phase II

rrud
Tnls

Is a test upgrade
submission

This is tee title
BDR Demo Submission

o
o
o
o
0

BDR are available for sharing and exchange. Biomedical Imaging date from humans and animal models are the
primary data type available with a minimal set of descriptive metadata, and In some cases, associated clinical,

genetic, or other biomedical data. Data are available through BDR resources Including a variety or searchable
databases along with archived downloads. Future BDR releases will allow data discovery via a concept-based
query interface.
All date are freely available to the public with the prevision of an active e-mail address and acceptance of tee
standard BDR Data Use Agreement; this agreement will be required prior to data download. To bypass this

requirement In the future when using this device, please enable cookies, wnich will save your original
acceptance of the Agreement; or create your own personalized BDR Portal Account, where these provisions are
agreed to at account registration.

Please consider sharing your own data, or data resulting fromyour use of downloaded data, through the BOA to
extend and strengthen this collaborative environment.

□

BIRN DATA REPOSITORY SOURCES:

^AcuRRE ITLY AVAILABLE DATA FROM BIRN-ENABLED COLLABORATIONS:

ogtHnvuicdin grid sphere

Privacy | Terms or Use | Report a Prwrtrm | Feedback

Figure 5.1. Default View of the Browse Biomedical
Informatics Research Network Data Repository Page
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The user can click on the 'plus' icon next to the bold text

'Currently Available Data From BIRN-enabled Collaborations'
(Figure 5.1).

This action will expand the list of all the title and

descriptions of the datasets that are currently available

to the public. By clicking on the title of a dataset of
interest, this directs the user to a data description page

for that particular BRIN Data Repository entry (Figure

5.2) .
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Logout
Welcome, Laurence

Bohannon

; My Account

My;Submlssfom Oyerytcw^Crcatc Submission

Fj

Derated Overview of My SuBmissro.ns

I -1, Ll
-I
JlnProgressH

" My Profila:; Help > Adndn

'

Currently Available Data
The BDR Is a sustainable archive of data generated by the biomedical research community, Dau housed In the

Pg^rg^n&e'irit:-; "’HSMtua'Alerts
Function BIRN Neuro imaging

Calibration Study Phase ll
ffud

This i$ o test upgrade
submission

This Is the title

BOR Demo Submission

o
o
o
Q
o

4 Competed}-------------------------------------------

BOR arc available for sharing and exchange. Biomedical imaging data From humans and animal models arc the
primary data type available with a minimal set or descriptive metadata, and in some cases, associated clinical,
genetic, or other biomedical data. Data are available through BDR resources including a variety of searchable

databases along with archived downloads. Future BDR releases will allow data discovery via a concept-based

query interface.
All data are freely available to the public with the provision of an active e-mail address and acceptance of the

standard BDR Data Use Agreement; this agreement will dc required prior to data download. To bypass this
requirement In the future when using this device, please enable cookies, which will save your original
acceptance of the Agreement; or create your own personalized BDR Portal Account, where these provisions are
agreed to st account registration.

Please consider sharing your own data, or data resulting from your use of downloaded data, through the BDR to
extend and strengthen this collaborative environment.

a

BIRN DATA REPOSITORY SOURCES:

You have no completed Submissions.

S

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE DATA FROM BIRN-ENABLED COLLABORATIONS:

Function BIRN Neurcimajjpg Calibration Study Phase II Techni logical advances In functional and structural
neuroimaging have revolutionized the biomedical Investigation sf neuropsychiatric Illness. The tremendous

■WrentTdruiartnSineWMUfflUii BmiyiJ’irrdlWIW
neuropsychiatric Illness has a... More

prognostic capabilities and in treatment of

MRM Heeler Mouse Male and female adult WT, heterozygous, and homozygous mutant Re tn mice (Jackson

Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine, USA) were used For this study The animats were approximately 5 months of age
at the time of Investigation. In preparation for morphology studies, mice were anesthetized with 100 mg/kg...
More

Human Functional MIU data: Traveling subjects study. The Function BIRN Phase I Traveling Subjects Dataset
indudes five subjects who traveled the country and were imaged twice at each of ten FBIRK site on successive

Figure 5.2. Expanded View of Browse Biomedical Informatics
Research Network Data Repository Page

The user can then view the various information for

that entry:

description, a figure (if provided), accession

number, technical contact, recommended usages,
investigators and contributors, affiliated institutions,
publications, and associated funding sources/grant numbers.
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Figure:

Caption: BOLD activation related to working memory task performance

Accession Number: 2006-BDR-6QF87
Technical Contact: Dingying Wei (dywel *AT* ucl.edu)
Recommended Usage; Image data Is provided In Nlftl-1 format wnicn con be read by most image viewing and

analysis software packages. Related demographic and clinical data can be queried In a detailed manner through
the fBIRN HID and/or downloaded as a comma separate variable file for Import Into any standard program that

reads text files. Behavioral data Is available as downloaded with related fMRI Image flies and are provided In o

text format Related documentation for all data will be available for download.

Investigators and Contributors: Christine Fennema (Contributing Investigator) [1], Ron Kiklnis, M.D.[2],
Gregory McCarthy, Pn.D.[null], AysenU Belger, Ph.D.(null), Bruce Rosen, M.D., Ph.D.[4], Gory H. Glover,
Ph.D.(5], Arthur W. Tbga, ph.D,[6J, Gregory G. Brown, Ph.D.(7], Daniel S. OLeary, Ph.D.(8], Judy Ford,
Ph.Dfn], Kelvin O. Um, M.D.[9], Steven Potkin, M.0.(12)

Affiliated Institutions:
1. UCSD

2. Brigham and Womens Hospital
3. Duke University/University of North Carolina
<1. Massachusetts General Hospital
5, Stanford university
6. University of California, Los Angers

7. University of California, San Diego
B. University of lewa

9.
10.
11.
12.

University of Minnesota
University of New Mexico

Yale University
University of California, Irvine

Primary Pubticatlons/Original Articles:
• Friedman L, Stem H, Brown GG, Hatha ton DH, Turner J, Glover GH, Gollub RL, Laurieilo J, Um KO,

Cannon T, Greve DN, Bockholt HJ, Belger A, Mueller B, Doty MJ, He J, Wells W, Smyth P, Pieper S, Kim S,
Kubicld M, Van gel M, Potkin SG. Test-re test and between-site reliability In a multicenter fMRI study. Hum
Brain Mapp. 2007 Jul 17,

Funding Sources f Grant Numbers: NIH / NCRR: U24-RR021992

Figure 5.3. Download Button Located at the Bottom of the
Detailed View of a Published Submission
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5.2.2 Downloading Data Sets
Once a dataset of interest has been found the user can

download the corresponding datasets that are represented by
the BDR entry. At the bottom and top of each individual
entry page the user will find a download button.

Click the

download button (Figure 5.3).

Logged in users:
•

This download button will lead directly to the

corresponding link that will provide the data (Figure
5.4).
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Logout

Welcome, Laurence

BoMnnan

Collaboration jfLayout IlTdmirfoVMlOn jfA^untZl 'hcIq'

et^ ppwiH®i by gridsphero

Privacy [Terms of Usa | Report a Problem | Feedback

Figure 5.4. View of a Typical Resource Link That Would be
Provided by the Biomedical Informatics Research Network
Data Repository

New Guest Users:
•

This download button will lead to a license agreement
page, the user may then review the BIRN Data Use
Agreement. The user must click the 'I Agree' checkbox

and supply an email to precede any further. The user
may supply their name, institution, and purpose for
download, but these are only optional fields (Figure

5.5) .
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All data are freely available to the public with the provision of an active e-mail address and acceptance of the
standard

BDR Data Use Agreement.

Please consider sharing your own data, ar data resulting from your

use

of downloaded data, through the BDR to extend and strengthen this collaborative environment.

Optional If you would like to provide information that would help the BDR. track the usage of these data,

please provide the optional information below. The required information will only be used In accordance with
the Privacy Policy.

First Name:

Last Name:
Institution:

Briefly describe your
interest in using these
data:

Required: *

7™

E-Mail:*

BDR Data Use Agreement:

[PDF Format)

iD

BIRN Data Repository
Data Use Agreement
This document outlines the provisions of a non-excluslve license for use of data shared through the
Biomedical Informatics Research Network (BIRN) Data Repository (BDR). In line with one of the unique

aspects of BIRN, the goal of the BDR is to make data originally acquired with investigator-specific interest
available to the community for further study. All data are freely available to the public with the provision of
an active e-mail address and acceptance of this standard BDR Data Use Agreement. All Users are

encouraged to consider sharing resultant data through the BDR to extend and strengthen this collaborative
environment.

7
Y

□ • I have read,
Agreement.

understand, and agree to the terms and requirements outlined In the BDR

Data Use

Note: To bypass this requirement in the future when using this device, ptease enable cookies, which will save

your original acceptance of the Agreement; or create your own personalized BDR Portal Account, where these
provisions are agreed to at account registration.

('Submit)

Privacy | Terms of Use | Report a Prcticm | Feedback

Figure 5.5. Download Information Form Page
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•

Once the required fields have been completed, click
the download button to be directed to the link that

will provide the data.

Returning Guest Users:
•

This download button will lead directly to the

corresponding link that will provide the data.

However, if the user has recently removed the cookies
present on their computer they must complete the

license agreement section of the download steps again.
5.2.3 Creating a User
In the case of when an external individual who wants
to share with the BIRN Data Repository some data that they
have obtained from an unaffiliated study and does not have

an existing account with BIRN or on the BIRN Data

Repository, they must first create a BIRN Data Repository
user account prior to submitting any data. The first step

is to go to the "Request an Account" tab off of the

portal's main login page (Figure 5.6).
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/

| Login f Rcqucst^n Account | Reset Password ;| Browse BDR fj Help

....

Welcome to the BIRN Data Repository Portal

User

The BIRN (www.nbirn.net) announces the new release of its Data Repository using
the Gridsptiere Portal.

Name

Password

Browse the Repository via tiw Browse BDR tab! Data are available through BDR

resources Including a variety of searchable databases along with archived

□ Remember my login

downloads. Future BDR releases will allow data discovery via a concept-based

query interface.

We'encourage you to learn about the functionality of the new Portal environment
by requesting an account (select the tab above) and exploring the Interface and

documentation provided. Resources to assist in data sharing and ontological
development are available through existing Program Announcements for potential
BDR contributors.

As we continue to work on and improve the site, we appreciate your patience and
encourage your feedback.

Please contact us with your questions and concerns: BDR Director Christine

Fennema-Notestine, Ph.D., and Submissions Coordinator Andrea Arnaud at

BDRJnfo@nblrn.net.

•g powered by gridsphere

Privacy ] Terms of Use | Report a Problem | Feedback

Figure 5.6. Default View of the Portal to a User Who is Not
Logged In

This will lead to a form that allows the unregistered
user to enter the required information that is needed by
the system to create a new account (Figure 5.7).
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,Jk

Please enter the following Information. Items marked with * are required.

the portal •

Briefly describe your Interest in using the porta! * (Maximum of 250 characters):
testing

J

BIRN Data Repository
Data Use Agreement
Tills document outlines the provisions of a non-exciusive license for use of data shared through the Biomedical

Informatics Research Network (BIRN) Data Repository (BDR), In line with one of the unique aspects of BIRN, the goal
of the BDR is to make data originally acquired with Investigator-specific interest available to the community for further

study. All data are freely available to the public with the provision of an active e-mail address and acceptance of this
standard BDR Data Use Agreement. All Users are encouraged to consider sharing resultant data through the BDR to

extend and strengthen this collaborative environment.
xf >hoeo larwc ,

Hin fnlfA>.<l^n rtrni/ic1nnc,fAr uMirtfllf artzt.u

£4 1 have read, understand, and agree to the terms and requirements outlined in the BDR Data use

Agreement.

empowered by gridsphere

Privacy | Terms of Use | Report a Problem | Feedback

Figure 5.7. New User Registration Form
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q^

Once the required fields, which are indicated on the
form by the red stars, have been properly filled out and
the user has clicked the 'Next' button, they will be

directed to a verification page that redisplays the
information that has been entered by the user (Figure 5.8).

Please confirm the

following information:

Laurence
Bohannan
Last Name
testbdr@gmail.com
Email Address
institution/Organizatlon UCSD
testbdr
Desired username
First Name

Street Line 1
Street Line 2
City
State
Postal Code
Country

Work telephone

9500 Gilman Dr

La Jolla
Ca
92039
USA
555-5555

Briefly describe your interest In using the portal
testing

Edit Request

•3 Peered tty gridsphere

Privacy ] Team ol Use | Report a Problem | Feedback

Figure 5.8. Verification Page of the New User Registration
Process
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The user may review the information, if the user feels

that they have entered the correct information, they may
proceed by clicking the 'Submit' button. Subsequent to the

submission a confirmation page will be displayed to the

user, notifying them that the request has been submitted
and instructing them to check their email (Figure 5.9).
The user will receive an email that is titled "New BDR

portal account activation instructions" (Figure 5.9), in
the email the user is instructed to click on the link to

complete the activation process (Figure 5.10).

fHartiiVjir) (learchTha Web
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Composo Mall
(ArehiytT) (^Rsportepam') (foeieie) [Kta to Actions

Starred u
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*

Refresh

1 -2 of 2

Select All, Mono, Read, Unread, Starred, Unstarred
□

portal

>j

bmaii loam

Now BDR portal account activation Instructions Production - null Activaiio

6:26 pm

T^aniranaSfirHgfd'rWriSfVdtrHeddTd krt8P.*-T86MflM irerurTEa'sT

Ttrarpsr

All Malt

Figure 5.9. Email That Would be Received From the Portal
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Figure

ActivatjQDJJRl.:.........................
.
httpsy/bdr-dev-portal.nblrn.net:443/qridsphere/gfldsphere?cid-requesl&qs action=
linkStepOne&oid=17073516901538559603

Username: testbdr
Email: testbdr@gmail.com
First Name: Laurence
Last Name: Bohannan
Work Phone: 555-5555
City: La Jolla

j ♦> Reply *■» Forward

View of a Normal Account Activation Email

The link will open a browser page that will redirect
the user back to the portal; the user will be prompted to

verify their email address (Figure 5.11).
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| Log[tn ip Request An Account? j | Reset Passwo rd

Browse BOR

g Hcfp

O In order to finish setting up your portal account, please verify
your email address
Itestbdr@gmail.com
jsubijifl't |

Privacy | Terms of Use | Report a Problem | Feedback

Figure 5.11. Prompt for the Users Email During Activation

After the user has submitted their email address they
will need to enter their new passwords for the account

(Figure 5.12) .
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I

BiRNoATA

Q Please create a password and then confirm it by typing it again below. Password
should be six(6) or more alpha-numeric characters and must contain at least
one symbol except the single-quote (').

New Password:

Confirm Password:

I

Privacy | Terms of Use | Report a Problem | Feedback

Figure 5.12. Prompting the User to Enter a Password

If everything has gone correctly the user will see a
confirmation page (Figure 5.13). However, if there was a

problem that occurred during the activation in any step the
user will see an error message (Figure 5.14), in this event
please contact the system administrator for assistance.
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Reset Password j| Browse BDR

^YOUR ACCOUNT HA5 BEEN SUCCESSFULLY ACTIVATED! YOU

login now.

Click on

MAY

the login tab above.

Privacy | Terms of Use | Report a ProMem | Feedback

Figure 5.13. View of the Confirmation Message That Would be
Generated for the Successful Activation of the Account

r ,■
-*-1[ Login

tequest An Account y Reset Password |; Browse BDR p Help

© There was a problem activating your account. Please contact

'al

the portal

ADMINISTRATOR AT BIRN-PORTAL@NB1RN.NET AND PROVIDE YOUR FULL NAME AND
EMAIL.

Privacy | Terms of Use [ Report a Problem | Feedback

Figure 5.14. View of the Error Message That Would be
Displayed if the Account Creation had an Error
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5.2.4 Initiating a Biomedical Informatics Research Network
Data Repository Submission

A logged in user may create a new submission by
clicking on the "Create Submission" sub-tab under the main
BDR tab in the portal (Figure 5.15).

BIRN DATA
C-_ .,............. ,

Logout
welcome, Laurence
Bohannan

...... ............r■

‘BOR’ll Collaboration jl Layout I) Administrattor^i Account a

Welcome to the BIRN Data Repository!
Detailed Overview of My Submissions

This publicly available, sustainable archive accepts data generated by the biomedical research community
and makes these data freely available for sharing and exchange, towards fulfillment of NIH guidelines.
Your participation encourages scientific Inquiry, enables new research exploration, and fadlltar.es education
by providing the scientific community with relevant, easily accessible data.

Function BIRN Neurolmagtng
Calibration stutiy’fmase II

ffad

This is a test upgrade submission

This Is the title

0
O
o
o

• NIH Program Announcements (PAR-07-426) (par-oz-azs) are avaUlbte to support sharing your
data and tools through the BIRN Data Repository.., (Learn More)

• To enable Intelligent exploration across the multiple sources and domains, data within the BDR
snare a common BJRNLex Ontological framework, (beam More)

As we continue to work on and improve the site, we appreciate your patience end encourage your

feedback.

R?. LSyiibownioeij?^1

Please contact the BDR Director Christine Fennema-Notestine, Ph.D., at BDR_infognbirn.net, or
Submissions Coordinator Andrea Arnaud at 0DR_submissrons'5 nbim.net with any questions or concerns.

You have no completed Submissions.
We hope that you find the collaborative sharing environment useful for your endeavors.

Thank you for your participation!

Figure 5.15. Location of the Create Submission Link From
the Default View

This action will lead to a page containing the initial
page for create submission portlet, the user may enter into
the first page of the workflow by clicking on the "Begin
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Submission" button located in the center of the portlet
(Figure 5.16).

BIRNdATA

Logout

REPOSITORY^;

Welcome, Laurence

Bohannan

[ BDRj' ConjborcUan '1 Layout 11 Administration I1 Accounts { Help

[My AgguntBNySubmlssfonk Overview7^-10-iri?F^fOwte BP.R.'jfrj*rofll<i .. HclpvAdmlg■

^’lOetaJed Overview of My Submissions

During the submissions process, as the Contributing Investigator responsible for the data to be snared, you
will:

■}lnLProgrjiss|■ create a New Submission from your BDR Portal Account, although you may choose to designate
someone else as the Primary Contact who will oversee the submission,

Status Alerts;

■ provide a description of your data and the original study,

Function BIRN Neuro imaging

* provide verification of IRQ approval for the sharing of human data, with the guidance of the BDR staff,

Calibration Study Phase it

* provide associated metadata to sufficiently describe imaging data, to ensure that shared data is

ffad
This is a test upgrade
submission

This is the title

0
o
0

meaningful and useful,
* assist the BDR staff to ensure that data are provided In readable formats that, when necessary, are

sufficiently de-id ent ifled,

* work with the BDR to select an appropriate database resource and to annotate shared data to the
BIRNLex/Ontologlcal framework for intelligent search and integration with other data sources, and

* make these data publicly available in a reasonable time frame, as determined by Ute nature of the
data and collaborative investigations.

Newj^ubmlssron

You have no completed Submissions.

Figure 5.16. Launching a New Submission

5.2.5 Uploading Internal Review Board Documentation
In the IRB upload section of the Submission workflow,
the user will be able to upload multiple documents for

review by the BIRN Data Repository curators. Performing the
following steps listed below, all IRB documents must be
uploaded at the same moment. Please don't try to upload
each file individually.
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1. Enter the document title.

2. Select the extension of the document from the option

list. If the extension is not present in the option
list, please do not enter it as an upload, please

contact the BIRN Data Repository administrators for
help with this format.

3. Click the Browse button to find the location of the

file on your computer.
4. If there are multiple files to upload, please repeat
steps 1-3 until all are entered. Additional files may

be added to the form by clicking on the 'Add More

Files' link that is present under the first field
(Figure 5.17) .
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Logout
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Bohannan
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Colkiborabon |! Layout j} Administration jf Aaaaunta a Hdp

Browse BDR-a My Profile ^HetpalAdminjgje^fca k:

^jHy/UXOunl'ijtHy.SubmiaslOnj Overview
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1. Under Documentation Upload, please provide a description of the file(s) to be uploaded, title, file type, and file. Click on
Add More Files to load additional flies under the same description; then eflek on Submit to send them to the BOR.
2. Repeat step 1, for additional filets) under a different description, as needed.
3. When ALL the necessary flies for 1RB approval have been submitted and your documentation is compfete, dick on Notify

BDR of Completion,
Required Fields

—
Current Date: 04/14/2009

bescflpttcriil
^Thb is the Document Description

kTttfol

{pdf FlJ fUsert/1»urenceboh»nnan/I f Browse. *)

hlel

Add Mare Fij^j • Remove

|

Submit j

Figure 5.17. Adding Additional Files to be Uploaded

5. Once all your files are entered click the Submit
button to initiate the transfer to the server (Figure

5.18). This may take several minutes depending on the
size of the selected files.
Once all the necessary files have been uploaded to the
BIRN Data Repository, the user is able to review the

documentation, this is done through clicking on the
corresponding magnifying glass associated with that file

(Figure 5.19).
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Figure 5.18. Submitting the Files to be Uploaded to the
Biomedical Informatics Research Network Data Repository

If the user has decided that they are ready for the

curators to review the information they have supplied they
must click the button labeled 'Notify BDR of Completion' to
post an administrative alert.
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Figure 5.19. Clicking the Magnifying Glass to View the
Uploaded File

5.2.6 Sending Notifications to the Biomedical Informatics
Research Network Data Research
In the case of a user needing particular attention in
the submission workflow whether it maybe for clarification

or a problem that has arisen during one of the steps, the
user may set an administrative alert. This will not lock
the submission, however, it will show the administrator

that assistance is needed when they view the submissions

overview in the administration portlet. The user can set
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this alert, which includes creating a notification message,

by clicking "Contact BIRN Data Repository about this

submission" link in the users "Submission Specific
Overview" page (Figure 5.20).

, D I IX I X DATA

Logout

■,>%

REPOS ITO

■ Create gubrniwiorr^ Bnwro. BDR/t^,Pp>f^

welcome, Laurente
Bohannan

Admin

-Title: Function BIRN Neuroimaging Calibration Study Phase II —---------

2<W8-BOfVS6PCF

Cgam,a

Contributing Itirnftoatm:

Prim

Andrea Arnaud

Laurence Bohannan

aarnaudl Pcox.net

boha nnan® ncmlr. ucsd. cdu

.— . ......
There are no user alerts
Continue Submission

History of Submission:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------08/27/2008 at 02:19:04 PM PDT. BDR Admin has moved the submission progress back
to the Database Selection step of the 'Data Upload* stage

Contact SDR a trout

08/27/2008 at 02:18:52 PM PDT: ADR Admin has moved the submission progress back

this suumission

to the Database Upload step or the 'Data Upload’ stage
08/27/2003 at 02:18:50 PM PDT: BDR Admin has moved the submission progress back

to the 'Curation* stage
08/27/2008 at 02:06:14 pm PDT: BDR Admin has advanced the submission to the 'Anal
Review' stage
08/27/2008 at 02:06:04 PM PDT: BDR Admin has advanced the submission to pie 'Data

Curation and Annotation' surge

hiease provide

-

hredtwek to the BDR

Collaborative Workspace

08/27/2008 at 02:06:01 PM PDT: Admin has received your notification message

Figure 5.20. Clicking the Link to Lead to the Contact
Biomedical Informatics Research Network Data Repository
Page

This will lead them to a simple form that the user can

complete. Once the form has been completed the user must
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click the Submit button to create the administrative alert

(Figure 5.21).

D 1 FC.I >lDATA REPOSITORY/^jft^y lv'
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Privacy | Terms of Use | Report a Problem | Feedback

u

•o iwwcred by gridsphere

Figure 5.21. Sending the Notification to the Biomedical
Informatics Research Network Data Repository

5.2.7 Viewing Submission Progress

Data contributor can view the progress of the BIRN

Data Repository submissions of which they have the
ownership permissions. Clicking on its corresponding link
from the 'My Submission7 portlet (figure 5.22) or the
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—

'Submissions Overview' portlet will present a 'Submission
Specific Overview'.
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Please contact the BDR Director Christine Fennema-Notestine, Ph.D,, a: BDRJrifo@nbirn.net, or

Download

Submissions Coordinator Andrea Arnaud at BDR_suDm!ss’cns®nbirn.net with any questions or concerns.

You have no completed Submissions.
We hope that you find the collaborative sharing environment useful for your endeavors.

law

r

Thank you for your participation!

BDR Data Use Agreement

Figure 5.22. Click on a Submission to See a More Detailed
View of the Information

The Submission Specific Overview will contain recent

alert messages from the administrators, a historical log of

actions, and an overview of the overall workflow. The
current position of the submission will be shown as a
yellow color in the corresponding stage. Completed
submission stages will be shown in green and stages that
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have not been reached yet will be shown in gray (Figure

5.23).
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Figure 5.23. Detailed View of a Submission

5.2.8 Administration of a Biomedical Informatics Research
Network Data Repository Submission
The BDR provides an administration feature to

privileged users. The administration portlet is available
though Administration tab. This will provide the
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administrator with an overview list of all the submissions

that are in the submission workflow. This view displays the
accession number, title, progress, and alert status for
each submission to the administrators. From this view the

administrator can then inspect closer a individual

submission by clicking on the corresponding list entry.

This will lead the administrator to a specific submission
overview page. This displays a detailed overview of the
submission progress, submission logs, availability to
download the most recent IRB documentation, and the ability
for the admin to advance or move a submission back to a

previous section.
5.2.9 Controlling Submission Progress
When a user has completed some of the latter sections
in the submission workflow, the system notifies the

administrator when the user has completed the intended
action. This notification, which is usually initiated by
the user, places the submission into a frozen state that is

pending an administrative action. This administrative

action is usually intended to be a review of the usersupplied documentation. The administrator has the ability

to control the state of the submission as it moves from one
point to another. If the administrator deems it necessary
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to keep the' submission in the current state they may simply

clear the hold on the submission and request that the user

repeat the previous action in a different manner. However,
if the user has completed all the requirements the
administrator can advance the submission to the next stage
by clicking the "Advance" button from the "Admin -

Submission Specific Overview" (Figure 5.24).
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Figure 5.24. Links That Correspond to Controlling the
Progress of the Submission

Similarly if the administrator would like to move the

submission to a previous section on the workflow they must
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click the "Move Submission Back" button. The administrator

must remember to remove any holds from the submission so

that the contributor can proceed with work. The
Administrator can only change the state of a submission
when it is on a particular portion of the workflow. This
eliminates accidental movements of submissions to other

pages.
5.2.10 Setting a User Alert
If the administrator needs to notify the user of

something pertaining to their submission, but does not
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Figure 5.25. Link to Create an Administrative Alert for a
Submission
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necessarily want to place a lock on the submission, they
can create a User alert message. This will appear as an

exclamation point icon next to the users submission entry

in the "My Submissions" portlet. Once the user logs in they

would be able to see this notification. The user alert
notification can be set from the "BDR Admin" portlet

detailed overview page by clicking on the "Set Alert
Message" link (Figure 5.25). This will lead the
administrator to a simple form that can be filled out and

submited to create the user alert.
5.2.11 Clearing an Administrative Alert

When a user has a question or has completed a
particular task there is an administrative alert that is

set. This administrative alert will remain active until it
is cleared by the administrator. Depending on the action

that triggered the alert, this may place the submission
into a locked state. This will prevent the user from
advancing and moving it back to a previous step, this will
appear as a red highlighted notification message above the

admin alerts (Figure 5.26).
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Figure 5.26. Default View of the Admin Portlet

An administrative alert can be cleared from the "BDR Admin"

portlet detailed overview page by clicking on the "Clear"
link accompanying the notification message (Figure 5.27).
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If there is a lock on the submission for that particular

notification, it will be removed.
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Figure 5.27. Clearing an Alert From the User to the Admin

5.2.12 Printing a Submission

An additional function that is available to a user
with administrative privileges is the ability to print all
the information associated with a submission. This is done

by clicking on the print submission link located on the
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"Submission Specific Overview" view of the BDR Admin

Portlets (Figure 5.28).
The Portlet then displays information associated with
the submission m a formatted list view (Figure 5.29). All

information is present except for any associated documents
that were uploaded during the IRB Information section of
the workflow, these documents can be downloaded and printed

out from the IRB Document pan

of the "Submission Specific

Overview."
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5.3 Improvements

The BIRN Data Repository was developed in a relatively
short time span with multiple revisions to the structure of
the workflow throughout the development process. Now that

the majority of the steps of the workflow have been firmly

established for the version 1.0 release, the code base can

be refactored to optimize the database accesses for the
data objects. In general most of the attributes of the

submission data object are currently persisted to the same

table, due to the nature of the hibernate-based persistence
manager these queries return very 'wide' rows. These large
result sets can easily add up when querying the database

for multiple entries. For the first version of the
software, the BIRN Data Repository utilization will be low,

so it is very unlikely that a un-optimized design structure

like this will make a significant impact on the performance
of the system.

Additionally, due to a hibernate class

loading constraints with the portlet services that utilize
the GridSphere persistence manager, a custom hibernate
persistence framework would improve the performance by

enabling the lazy loading feature, which is usually enabled

by default in applications that utilize the Hibernate
framework.
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Another aspect that can improve the overall
maintainability of the software would be to refactor the

names of some of the objects, services, and JSP pages that
are used in the system. It becomes apparent once a person

that is tasked with updating or adding features to the BIRN
Data Repository will change significantly the design and
aim of the system from the original inception of the
project. Hence in some locations of the source tree, the

file names may not accurately represent the function or
contents of the file. Similarly, there are several objects

that may represent a non-fully implemented feature or
likewise, a feature that was removed due to time
constraints .

A feature that would greatly help the tidiness of the
portal would be to implement a soft delete function for a

submission. It was originally thought that this feature
would not be needed as urgently since BIRN would not want

to delete the actual data from the tables of the database.
Also, the rate for additions of new submissions would have

allowed more than enough time to include this feature in a

later release. However, if BIRN would have been able to
implement this feature, they would have opted for a flag

method to simply ignore the submission that have been
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marked for deletion and if really needed, the entries could
be removed through an administrative system dump of the

database. Improvements like these coupled along with user
feed back from the BIRN Data Repository portal on the

overall process of the workflow will help improve the
usability of the features implemented in the submission

process and maintainability of the system as a whole.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

6.1 Conclusions
Computers have become a vital part of scientific
research, more so than just the vast amounts of

calculations that they enable researchers to perform in a
fraction of the time, but also for the new possibilities

for correspondence and collaboration with a new media. In

an interview with Jeffery Grethe, the scientific
coordinator for the BIRN coordinating center at UCSD, on
the usefulness of the system, he reiterated how the

creation of a broad-based, federated data repository that
enables intelligent search across multiple resources, which
are comprised of a variety of data collected from different

species, will drive development of new hypotheses and

provide an abundance of collections for training and
research.
Additionally he didn't fail to mention how a data

sharing infrastructure like the BDR promotes many goals of
the NIH research endeavor through the public exchange of

data which enables new research exploration, as

investigators from different disciplines view the richness
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in data acquired for different purposes. The BIRN Data

Repository encourages scientific inquiry by enabling
investigators with diverse backgrounds to examine data

related to their own area of specialty, to pool data across
multiple sites, and to study rare data made available to a
wider audience. Investigators who may not have specialized

resources, such as large-scale computational resources for
intensive analyses, novel imaging techniques, or access to

clinical populations, are able to address broader-reaching

questions relevant to their scientific hypotheses.
The power of the BIRN Data Repository is demonstrated

by increased sensitivity in investigations where data may

be combined, and by providing a common resource for test
and training data to enhance development methods.

The

accessibility of resources, in the BIRN Data Repository and
advancements derived from these resources, will go on to

promote education and help train multi- and
interdisciplinary investigators, students, and research

teams, providing a resource complementary to clinical
inquiry, data collection, data management, and ethics

training (NIH Data Sharing Policy) .
When the system went public in late August of 2008 the

main functions of the BIRN Data Repository was to assist in
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the fulfillment of the NIH guidelines for the publication

of stored data and to further increase the availability of
data to researchers, not just existing users of the network
but to public researchers that may have no affiliation with

BIRN.

Initial usage came from the researchers that

currently share their datasets with BIRN on the static

pages. The BIRN Data Repository portal provides researchers
with a public location to post their newly obtained
datasets to the public in a streamlined and tailored

system. This publicly available data must be cleaned and

prepared prior to its release on the Internet especially if
the data is derived from human subjects. The system will

aid in the submission process for the publication of

datasets on the Internet. By streamlining the submission

workflow, the researchers will be guided through the
formalities and the steps, which are necessary to prepare

the data and receive the appropriate approvals for the

publication.
Additionally, the BIRN Data Repository will provide an
interface in which researchers can easily search for

information of interest, with capabilities like searching

for keywords. The system is intended to aid researchers who
are interested in contributing and sharing their obtained
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data to the public community, as would researchers

interested in obtaining data on a specific topic would find
the site very useful. The system was developed on the

Gridsphere portal framework backed by a Postgres database
and incorporated several BIRN package libraries to aid in

utilizing some of the preexisting functionalities; mainly

these include the Storage Resource Broker (SRB) portlets
and the collaborations (Bluesquid) portlets.

6.2 Future Direction
The BIRN Data Repository portal is an initial version

to provide the basic functionalities of submission creation
to begin the dataset submission and proof of concept for
the BDR search capabilities.

There is a wide variety of ways for a project as large

as the BIRN Data Repository to be improved upon. First of

all, the data that has been submitted to the submission
workflow can be more tightly integrated into the existing

features of the Bluesquid collaborative portlets. Some of
the information that was gathered through the workflow into

lists such as publications, citations, and affiliated
institutions can be published into searchable RSS feeds.
This would increase the likely hood of external search
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source finding pertinent information and increasing the

overall traffic to the system. Due to limited time for the

development cycle of the BDR some features had to delayed
for a following release, of these they include: detailed

usage or statistic tracking for dataset downloads and
submission creation. Additionally, the implementation of a

system favorites portlet, these are features like suggested
datasets based on recent releases and persisted topics of

interest for repetitive searches for logged in users are
J

capabilities that would be very useful for existing users.
One other task is to improve the user interface of the

submission workflow. Not all pages may necessarily present
the most intuitive layout or implementation of a particular

function. This will be a continuing task throughout the
whole development process. In the workflow the IRB upload

is currently separated from the data upload, there are some

scenarios that arise in which it is not the most optimal
placement process wise for the documents to be associated

to the data separately. This may lead to situations of
excessive confusion, suboptimal communication between the
data contributor and the IRB or possibly inadequate

obscurification of human data. The efficient implementation
for a fast search method for individual keywords from the
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entire (JMLS dictionary will need to be addressed relatively
soon since it is a popular database for concept names which
are used in the identification of biomedical artifacts.

This may prove to be difficult since the current size of
the list is approximately 5 million terms. However this

does not account for duplicate terms, a possible solution
would be to implement an Ajax based dynamic search as the
user types characters. It would significantly reduce the

amount of information that would potentially be displayed
at one moment.
There are several security issues that need to be

addressed in the subsequent versions. First, is that of
fictitious emails when it comes to guests who would like to

register for the first time a confirmation email is sent
out to the corresponding email addresses that was provided

in the registration form. This could be a source of

malicious spam emails if someone where to create a script

to exploit this feature by constantly hitting the page to

fill out the needed parameters and provide a target email
to spam. One possible solution would be the incorporation
of a captcha into the registration form to try to ensure

that the submitter is human and not an automated script.
Another possible problem that may arise is from that of
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inappropriate material. Even though the submission process
accounts for this through the curation step of the

workflow, it is only a quick review for non-human data
submissions. This review is at no lengths nearly as

extensive of a scan as compared to that which is preformed
on the human data submission. Taking into account the wide
variety of the data formats, volume and the fact that this
is largely an error prone visual inspection which is
administered by one of the curators, it would only be

expected before an overlooked submission would be able to

make its way through.

Additionally, the current implementation of the term

search of published datasets in the BIRN Data Repository

incorporates a fairly naive pattern search to return the
results. However, with further research into the

development efforts to transition to a more semantic Web
environment along with the expansion of the BIRNLex terms,
the need for implementing an integrated ontological based

search method has become a very important next step in the
process of returning more relevant published datasets.
A greater amount of time must be spent on the
implementation of a semantic search feature. Despite how

naive it may be in the initial stages of the
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implementation, the eventual incorporation of such a

feature would have profound results on the effectiveness of
the searches preformed by users. The BIRN scientific

community continues to develop its ontology for
neurological artifacts, however this process can be

difficult due to the fact that a consensus must be reached
before any conclusion can be drawn on what features or

methods may constitute a term. Possibly one aspect of
development may incorporate a method to discuss these

possible terms in a more collaborative environment.
Nonetheless the eventual development of the ontology will

benefit the BIRN Data Repository, in the accuracy of the
results returned and the number of degrees to which a user
may search for a term.
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